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BG Soccer Cup won by Falcons; see page 9 
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53 senators 
voice Bork 
opposition 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Robert Bork's Supreme Court 
hopes suffered major new set- 
backs yesterday as Senate 
Majority Leader Robert Byrd, a 
conservative Democratic sena- 
tor and two liberal Republicans 
declared opposition to his con- 
firmation. 
Byrd had been publicly unde- 
cided, even suggesting that he 
and other Senate Judiciary 
Committee members should 
send the nomination to the Sen- 
ate floor without taking a stand 
on it when they vote today. 
But yesterday he called the 
nomination "doomed." said 
President Reagan shouldn't 
have picked Bork in the first 
place and suggested that with- 
drawing the nomination "would 
spare Mr. Bork." 
At the White House, Reagan 
said he would fight on, declaring 
that only "over my dead body ' 
would the nomination be 
defeated before reaching the full 
Senate. 
Before Byrd's announcement, 
chief White House spokesman 
Marlin Fitzwater called the 
nomination "very much alive." 
After hearing about Byrd, he 
said, "It's getting tougher but 
we're still working on it.' 
Tom Korologos, the adminis- 
tration lobbyist working on 
Bork's behalf, said, "It doesn't 
look good, but we're still in there 
slugging." 
In addition to Byrd, Sens. 
Dennis   DeConcini,   D-Ariz., 
Lowell Weicker Jr., R-Conn., 
and John Chafee, R-R.I., left the 
undecided camp for the oppo- 
sition, with DeConcini telling 
Trters, "I think it's over." 
Concini said his personal 
count shows at least S3 senators 
opposed to Bork, while Sen. Alan 
Cranston — who counts noses as 
the Democratic whip — added 
that he now counts 53 opposed 
and 42 in favor with five sena- 
tors' positions unknown. 
Fitzwater said Reagan tele- 
phoned four senators yesterday, 
lobbying for their votes, but he 
wouldn't say who they were. 
He said Reagan, who briefly 
answered several questions on 
Bork at an unrelated White 
House ceremony, intends to 
speak out for him at the re-sche- 
duled swearing-in Thursday of 
FBI Director-designate William 
Sessions.   Asked   if   Reagan 
Planned a television address, 
itzwater said, "Every option is 
being considered." 
The decisions by Byrd and 
DeConcini also will affect the 
Senate Judiciary Committee 
vote today on the type of rec- 
ommendation the panel will 
make to the full Senate. 
They became the seventh and 
eighth lawmakers on the 
14-member panel to announce 
opposition to Bork. Cranston 
said the vote "would likely turn 
out to be a negative recom- 
mendation" although a decision 
of "no recommendation" is still 
possible. 
BG News/Rob Upton 
Schedule's in the mail 
Sherree Sell, senior journalism major, finds her scheduling form in       Moseley Hall. Although it's still early in the semester, students must 
her on-campus mailbox amid the clutter of the mailroom, located in       start thinking about the classes they will take in the spring. 
Plan to deter fires 
Students inspect residence halls' safety 
Editor's note: This is the first of 
a four-part series on fire preven- 
tion as part of Fire Safety Week. 
by Cathy Hoehn 
staff reporter 
Students can now inspect their 
own rooms for fire hazards. 
Environmental services has 
initiated a program where stu- 
dents will be able to fill out a 
checklist to make sure they are 
taking the correct precautions 
against fire hazards. 
The checklists, which will be 
sent to on-campus students 
through the mail, are designed 
to make students aware of the 
proper conditions and personal 
habits which promote safety, 
said David Heinlen, registered 
sanitarian for environmental 
services. 
The list deals with the use of 
matches, careless smoking ha- 
zards, electrical and housekeep- 
ing hazards and procedures for 
what to do in case of fire. 
"The main thing is to give 
awareness of possible fire ha- 
zards...and to prevent them," 
Heinlen said. 
The back of the checklist will 
Fire prevention: 
What it takes to 
play it safe 
contain a survey asking students 
their opinions about the useful- 
ness of the new program. 
Heinlin and Safety Inspector 
Alan Predmore put together the 
program after Heinlen saw a 
similar list for homeowners. 
"After I saw a list out for 
normal homes, I decided to in- 
corporate the same type of thing 
and relate it to students," he 
said. 
Presently, few rooms in the 
residence halls get inspected. 
Bill Lanning, director of resi- 
dential services, said. If a resi- 
dent adviser sees a potential fire 
hazard in one of the rooms, the 
RA can call environmental ser- 
vices. 
Daniel Parratt, manager of 
environmental services, said 
"we've rarely been asked to 
check individual rooms in the 
past five years." 
The department is considering 
a proposal to set up a voluntary 
program so that students can 
request that their rooms be 
checked by environmental ser- 
vices. 
Parratt does not know when 
the   program   would   go   into 
"Well first evaluate the re- 
sults of the self-inspection pro- 
gram and take it from there,'' he 
said. 
Forum needs funds 
by Julie Wallace 
copy editor 
A form letter is being prepared to solicit mone- 
tary support of the proposed presidential forum, 
Dave Robinson, Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment president said last Thursday. 
At the USG meeting, Robinson said USG and the 
Graduate Student Senate are meeting weekly to 
pursue the possibilites of funding such a project. 
"After talking with Bill Bess, director of public 
safety, about the costs of the forum, I am not sure 
there is any way that we could afford to pay the 
candidates to visit the campus," Robinson said. 
"To the best of my knowledge, though, most can- 
didates usually do not get paid for their public ap- 
pearances." 
In other USG business, Kim Strong, senior philo- 
sophy major, was named Chief Legislative Officer 
(CLO). As CIO, Strong is responsible for making 
sure representatives attend the weekly meetings 
and she will serve as the 'speaker' for the General 
Assembly to the USG cabinet, Robinson said. 
Jeff LOTS, National, State and Community Af- 
fairs coordinator, said the voter registration drive 
was completed yesterday. 
Several University clubs were also involved in 
the drive and registered students until yesterday, 
he said. 
"So far, it has gone really well. We should have 
the totals soon," he said. 
The safety of the practice of housing students in 
residence hall lounges was questioned during the 
senatorial reports, as was the legality of having 
additional phones in residence hall rooms. 
D See Forum, page 5. 
CJSG notes concerns 
by JuHe Wallace 
copy editor 
The goals established by the 
Undergraduate Student 
Government for the 1987-88 year 
are "exactly parallel" to the 
Sroblems addressed by students 
i the student survey, Jim 
Perry, USG vice president, said. 
At last Thursday's meeting, 
Tim Peterson, Student Welfare 
coordinator, presented the re- 
sults of the ill surveys tabu- 
lated. 
The most frequently noted 
problem,   Peterson  said,  was 
parking. 
"Everyone wanted a parking 
garage or such to add to the 
parking areas on campus," he 
said. 
Other concerns students listed 
were the rising tuition rates and 
the drop/add process, Peterson 
said. 
Dave Robinson, USG presi- 
dent, said the results were not 
surprising and are in keeping 
with the goals of USG. 
"I am not surprised by the re- 
sults," he said. "The issues we 
are working for have now been 
approved by the students. 
"I think that, as far as the 
question about the physical con- 
dition of the residence halls, if 
we would've taken specific sur- 
veys of the residents in the halls, 
there would have been even 
more response about it." 
A total of 271 students indi- 
cated the University's residence 
hall maintenance is inadequate. 
Student responses to the 
divestment issue, Peterson said, 
indicated many of the Universi- 
ty students are indifferent to the 
problem. 
Robinson said most students 
are confused about the divest- 
ment issue and feel it does not 
D See Survey, page 5. 
Tuesday News in Brief 
□ Many are complaining about Uni- 
versity postal service, see story page 3. 
OCouncll members and residents de- 
bate proposed change in income tax 
laws, see story page 3. 
□ Non-traditional female students re- 
sent unfair labeling, see story page 4. 
□Harold Moss tries to get students 
involved In helping the homeless, see 
story page 5. 
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Editorial 2   October 6,1987 
Football strike 
should be ended 
Following Sunday's National Football League 
games, it's apparent that the players' union 
and the Management Council have to sit down and 
hamrrer out an agreement—and get the players 
back on the field. 
By walking out on the owners, the players made 
their statement. By fielding free-agent teams this 
weekend, the owners made their statement. Now its 
time to lock themselves in a room and stay until the 
issues holding up a settlement are agreed upon. 
"Scab" football at first seemed a novel idea. But 
after viewing the so-called "football" games Sun- 
day, it's obvious that the integrity of the game and 
the owners cannot stand another week of "scab" 
ball. 
The fans certainly don't want to see it. 
Stadium attendance was down 70.6 percent, com- 
pared to the first two weeks of the NFL season. 
Television networks have seen ratings plummet 
and national advertisers are pulling out some of 
their advertising. 
The volume of gambling is down 95 percent in Las 
Vegas betting parlors. 
Even bar owners nationally are complaining that 
business was decreased by at least 60 percent Sun- 
day afternoon. 
While the disagreement is between the players 
and owners, millions of people are feeling the 
crunch of the NFL strike. 
If the strike continues, it can only lead to more 
dissension between players, owners and fans. 
Represenatives of both the players and the 
owners have been shooting their mouths off since 
the strike began. They have put the blame on each 
other and also on the people supposedly negotiating 
for them. 
Now it's time to stop yapping about the deficien- 
cies of the other side and to start talking to each 
other. If it means that a mediator must be brought 
in, bring one in. 
Since the strike began, nothing has been done to 
rectify the situation, and each side had to do their 
grandstanding. 
Before next Sunday the strike must be settled. If 
it isn't, the NFL season might as well be written off. 
People are losing interest in the game. 
The life of grandmother 
By Scott Munn 
Lamps with frayed cords are 
congregated here, refugees 
from the rest of the house. Other 
items: old candles, bled In 
streams, now married to their 
candlesticks; picture frames, 
some with pictures intact; end 
tables. Dust floats on the few 
columns of light which manage 
to bless the wooden floor—die 
curtains are open, but the 
windows are small. 
The spare room, always clut- 
tered but never quite full, is in 
use. 
A soft scratch and a hidden 
thump betray the presence of 
not a mouse, but an uninvited 
cat. He's skillfully annoying the 
woman who holds temporary 
court; she's allergic to cats, at 
least in spirit. 
"What are you doing in here? " 
she appeals. A faint ac- 
cent—skeleton carried from the 
other side of the Atlantic—colors 
this query. 
"Get out. you." 
Her tired venom is ineffective 
on the pint-sized lord, who's now 
reduced to swishing his tail and 
playing with a tew springs 
underneath the sofa bed. He 
looks up at her from under the 
bed and yawns. 
Her grandchildren are down- 
stairs. 
The muted dialogue of a tele- 
vision show can be neard, inter- 
rupted by the laughter of a tele- 
phone conversation. Arguments 
periodically break out, disting- 
uished by volume and iust shy of 
coherence. Doors slam, and 
electricity is wasted. 
The indiscriminate energy of 
childhood mocks her labored 
movements. Unheard, she calls 
for one of the children to take the 
animal away. Then an admo- 
nishment iust above a whisper: 
"That girl does everything ex- 
cept what she's supposed to." 
The unfolded bed takes up 
Letters 
Reagan should send 
contras to S. Africa 
After four years of a college 
education, I have finally real- 
ized what Mr. Reagan's foreign 
policy is all about: pure and 
simple economic exploitation of 
Third World countries or the 
consequent subjugation for 
those who dare to rebel against 
Uncle Sam (e.g. Vietnam, 
Grenada, and now, Nicaragua). 
This could be my only conclu- 
sion after comparing the latest 
events in Nicaragua and South 
Africa. While the Sandinistas, a 
government accused of repress- 
ig the people of Nicaragua, 
have begun a process of demo- 
cratization, Reagan can only 
think of giving $270 million to his 
"freedom fighters"—the con- 
tras. On the other hand, while 
the Afrikaners—the white rulers 
of South Africa—have done noth- 
ing to improve the rights of non- 
whites in their country. Reagan 
can only think of lifting the 
economic santions the United 
States has imposed on the fas- 
cist government. Why doesn't 
he, instead, send the contras to 
South Africa to fight for the 
freedom of black South Afri- 
cans? 
Now, after a few weeks at 
BGSU, I have learned that not 
only Reagan but also the BGSU 
Foundation likes to do business 
with the repressive Afrikaners. 
Why not! It is probably the most 
profitable investment in the 
whole world. Since the Founda- 
tion seems to not worry about 
the moral implications of its in- 
vestments, maybe it should also 
think of investing some money 
in the contras. After all, if the 
contras succeed, Nicaragua will 
be once again what it was before 
the revolution: the United 
States' biggest and most 
profitable coffee plantation. 
Diego Jarrin 
Computer Science Dept. 
President has voice 
in Foundation actions 
This letter is in reply to Mr. 
Olscamp's letter of Oct. 2: 
You seem to have missed the 
point of Ms. Haitz's letter of Oct. 
1 concerning divestment. The 
separateness of the Universtiy 
and the Foundation you purport 
is irrelevant, as long as the uni- 
versity continues to benefit from 
the Foundation's actions. The 
only reason there exists a BGSU 
Foundation is to provide the 
University with needed funding. 
According to the Bylaws of the 
BGSU Foundation, Section II 
Letter C, "The Board (of 
Trustees) shall have as a mem- 
ber the President of the Uni- 
versity, or his nominee, with the 
nominee to serve at the pleasure 
of the President. The person 
serving as the University's chief 
development officer, or his 
nominee, shall serve as the Ex- 
ecutive Secretary of the Bowling 
Green State University Founda- 
tion, Inc." 
In light of this, how can you 
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say that the administration has 
no control whatsoever over their 
decisions? With a position on the 
board, as stated in the bylaws, 
you, or your nominee, are in a 
prime position to influence the 
decisions of the BGSU Founda- 
tion. 
You may have spoken out 
against racism and apartheid, 
however, we have not seen any 
results. Actions speak louder 
than words Mr. Olscamp. 
G. McManamon 
317 Adams St. 
University linked to 
S. African apartheid 
Bowling Green and South 
Africa are several thousand 
miles apart and, for all practical 
purposes, South Africa may be 
''out of this world" as far as 
BGSU people are concerned. 
However, an unwise investment 
by the BGSU Foundation in 
companies doing business in 
South Africa has brought the is- 
sue of divestment from South 
Africa into the local conscious- 
ness and now, no one in the 
BGSU community can truly 
claim ignorance to the situation 
that exists regarding our Uni- 
versity's inextricable link to 
apartheid. It seems to me that 
until the BGSU Foundation 
totally divests, this University 
though legally separate from the 
Foundation will forever be sup- 
porting racism in South Africa. 
Other than the so-called "legal" 
separateness of the two institu- 
tions, it is obvious that there are 
strong and direct official con- 
nections. It is indeed short- 
sighted for investments to con- 
tinue because divestment would 
at least allow us to make the 
first step toward truly eliminat- 
ing racism on our campus. 
R. Enrol Lam 
Information Services 
Jerome Library 
Grandmother was taken into their home 
out of love and a sense of obligation. 
Correction 
In the Oct. 1 column by 
Trisha Haitz, mention is 
made in the second para- 
graph of "the Board of 
Trustees." This was origi- 
nally written to read ~'a 
board of trustees." 
The News regrets the er- 
ror. 
much of the room, absorbing her 
fragileness and dampening the 
echoes of occasional traffic out- 
side her window. One is remin- 
ded of a closed container, no au- 
to circulate and wash against its 
occupant 
A preserved specimen. 
The stairway which separates 
her from her progeny is a very 
real barrier. Invested with age, 
her navigation is poor and her 
bones unassuming. A lifetime of 
living demands that she take it 
easy. 
Yet it is difficult to let the con- 
fines of her physiology dictate 
her freedom—and so the faithful 
and fateful daily voyages down 
each stair will probably con- 
tinue until her legs are replaced 
by wheels. Or until her heart 
catches up with its destination. 
Her travels, though they 
match the speed of her coor- 
dination, invite an unspoken and 
almost playful derision from her 
grandchildren. Their voices are 
quick with respect but their eyes 
are bright with impatience. 
The children aren't to blame, 
though. Their blood is too rich 
and too red to be diluted with a 
premeditated unkindness. They 
are merely guilty of youth, and 
under its protection. Their as- 
sorted crimes of innocence will 
go unpunished until they reach 
maturity. 
Somehow, over the years, she 
has lost touch with them and 
their reality. The joy she felt at 
their birth was once-removed, 
as was the pain, so the woman 
they have in common has served 
an understandably ineffective 
liason between young and old, 
dawn and sunset. 
Her world and its harsh cli- 
mate has given way to their re- 
latively fnctionless delivery. Al- 
though their sky is grimmer, 
hers was shadowed by the Great 
Depression. They have the 
Bomb, but she had influenza. 
And now the Bomb. too. At some 
point her memories have be- 
come their history; now her for- 
ays into the past are attributed 
to senility and her wisdom is 
questioned. 
Grandmother is now free from 
the worries of running a house- 
hold, yet is caught in the mesh of 
its operations; she is an inter- 
ruption to be dealt with rather 
than confided in. Her habits are 
too ingrained to be cast off. Her 
helpfulness, at once pleading 
and proud, is soon just tolerated 
within the confines of forced fa- 
miliarity. 
To the grandchildren, she has 
become another parent to obey, 
although lightly and with the 
contempt granted a perceived 
unearned authority. They are 
free to contradict her in tones 
gently chiding, steeped with 
their superior and newer knowl- 
edge 01 the universe and its 
workings. 
Without ceremony and almost 
overnight, they have adopted 
the role ot parents and feel dele- 
gated to care for her as you 
would care for one who is un- 
worldly and unaware of the in- 
tricate secrets of men and 
women. Although entrusted to 
their care, she's not entrusted 
with their equality. 
Sometimes she seems fatalis- 
tic, and the children scold her 
for this. 
"Don't talk like that," they se- 
riously and almost mournfully 
interject. 
"You've got a good number of 
years ahead of you." 
"You're only as old as you 
feel." 
She allows no trace of bitter- 
ness, nor any semblance of a life 
wasted, to appear. She merely 
agrees, probably with a silent 
amendment that it's an easy 
thing to say when you feel 
young. It is quite likely and not 
at all ludicrous, however, that 
she may not feel the same de- 
gree of tragedy at her advanced 
years that her grandchildren 
unwittingly radiate. 
Her sense of peace, intact and 
uncoerced, has survived the at- 
mosphere of unease that is 
magnified by the often- 
exaggerated politeness of caring 
relatives who are uneasy with 
the mortality she represents. 
She has adapted to the wishes 
of nature. They owe her similar 
loyalty. 
There exits a tension between 
the grandmother and her 
daughter which is solely a by- 
product of her daughter's lib- 
eration from the crib. While 
there is reverence in the conver- 
sation of the elder, it is tem- 
pered with an almost comical 
disbelief that "Operation: 
Adulthood" continues afloat 
without the benefit of her ad- 
vice. Blamelessly, she desires to 
remain an integral force in the 
play of her daughter's decisions. 
In much the same manner 
that the grandchildren suddenly 
and smugly age when address- 
ing her, so does her daughter 
grow young and defenseless. 
Speech patterns develop a tepid 
edge, statements change into 
suggestions, and familiar policy 
defenses melt into courteous 
deference—up to a point. 
Gradually, inexorably, re- 
sentment steps in where defer- 
ence steps out, and the grand- 
mother is left to fend for herself 
in a house of delicate disarray. 
Fine-tuned to the hostility she is 
engendering, or perhaps in spite 
of it, she disappears into a sullen 
obedience, reuniting with her 
dignity only when her trespasses 
have been deemed harmless. 
Grandmother was taken into 
their home out of love and a 
sense of obligation. She needed 
them, and they needed to help. 
The glaring casualty is the 
angel of integrity. 
Munn is a freelance columnist 
living in New York City. 
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Mail 'backed up' 
Campus post office behind in delivery 
by Judy Immrl 
staff reporter 
If you need mail to arrive 
soon, some people think you 
shouldn't count on the uni- 
versity Post Office. 
Several department secre- 
taries and others involved with 
receiving mail at the Universi- 
ty have expressed concern 
about the quality of mail ser- 
vice. 
Jim Gordon, acting chair of 
the Department of Journalism, 
became aware of the mail 
problem last Thursday when 
West Hall did not receive any 
mail. 
"There is a real problem 
when an entire building 
doesn't get mail," he said. 
As a result, the Department 
of Journalism will assume re- 
sponsibility for the pick-up and 
delivery of its mail for the next 
two weeks, he said. 
Last Thursday, neither of 
the two post office drivers ar- 
rived for work, Gordon said, 
and Jim Clemens, University 
Post Office coordinator, de- 
livered the mail himself. 
Clemens said that the mail is 
backed up and he hopes it will 
be delivered as quickly as pos- 
sible. 
"We have a good competent 
student staff, but they haven't 
been here (working in the post 
office) long enough to provide 
continuity, he said. 
He added that the incoming 
mail has been "exceptionally 
heavy" this year. 
Clemens would not comment 
on any other aspect of the 
problem. 
The Public Relations office 
has adjusted its mailings in 
order to compensate for the 
"lack of manpower" at the 
post office, Clifton Boutelle, 
director of public relations, 
said. 
"We recognize that the post 
office is having difficulties, but 
they're doing a good job with 
what they have. We're trying 
to adjust to this," he said. 
The department is taking 
more important mail to the 
downtown Bowling Green Post 
Office, or carrying it to the 
University Post Office them- 
selves to be stamped, Boutelle 
said. 
Boutelle also said his office 
is receiving calls from de- 
partments that have not yet 
received the campus telephone 
books. 
"We hope that the depart- 
ments  will   be   patient  and 
understand the situation at the 
post office," he said. 
Clemens would not comment 
on distribution of the phone 
books. 
Secretaries in departments 
called at random also indi- 
cated a problem with mail ser- 
vice. 
Ariene Walters, secretary in 
the Department of Home 
Economics agreed that the 
mail in the department has 
also been arriving later. She 
said the department has a 
courier to deliver mail around 
campus. 
Lois Silvieus, secretary in 
the College Student Personnel 
Office, said that lately, the 
mail has been generally arriv- 
ing on time. 
However, she also suggests 
to members of the department 
to hand-deliver important 
mail. 
"It's just a good idea if you 
want it there in time," she 
said. 
She said she has also noticed 
funny incidents with mail de- 
livery this year. For example, 
a package addressed to Park- 
ing Services was delivered to 
Pat King, an associate profes- 
sor in the college, because of 
the similarity of "parking" to 
her name, Silvieus said. 
City tax laws debated 
by Greg Connel 
city reporter 
Members of city council and area residents de- 
bated a change in city income tax laws last night 
which would force Bowling Green residents who 
work in other cities to pay income taxes here too. 
The tax would cost each of the approximate 950 
residents affected by it an average of $316 per 
year. This is in addition to the income taxes they 
already pay in the city where they work. 
Council gave the proposal its second reading, 
and it must have three readings before it can be 
voted into law. 
A standing-room-only crowd heard what Council 
President John Quinn called "a commercial" for 
the proposed changes, presented by Wes Hoffman, 
municipal administrator. 
Hoffman said the city is considering collecting 
the additional taxes to compensate for decreased 
revenues, budget for irregular and unpredictable 
revenues, cover rising costs which the city cannot 
control, help accommodate for city growth, and 
maintain city services at their present levels. 
"You can argue that all city services are neces- 
sary or that all city services are optional, it just 
depends on the level of service you want to provide 
the city," he said. 
Hoffman said the city has lost $450,000 in federal 
revenue sharing funds, and that additional federal 
funds,   called   community   development   block 
Kants. have also been cut. Meanwhile, he said, the 
leral government is forcing the city to spend 
more money through mandates such as govern- 
ment employee wage laws. 
"At the same time they are adding costs to our 
budget, they are taking away our money," he said. 
Irregular or unpredictable revenues include 
items such as inheritance taxes. Hoffman said in- 
heritance taxes have fluctuated as much as 
$100,000 from one year to the next. 
Rising costs which the city cannot control, 
Hoffman said, include federal mandates, state 
mandates, and a variety of costs such as prisoner 
food costs, and garbage disposal costs. 
"It all costs something, Hoffman said, "street 
repairs, leaf collection, everything we do costs 
something." 
Hoffman added that even as the city grows, the 
costs of that growth exceed the revenue it pro- 
vides. 
"As the city expands we have to add more park- 
ing lots, we have to increase our fire and police 
protection—and we are already undermanned 
now, we have to expand roads, and even the 911 
emergency (telephone) system will cost us more 
money. It all adds up." 
Many of the 950 residents who would be forced to 
pay what they called "double jeopardy taxes," 
under the proposed law spoke out against it at the 
meeting. 
"I'll be forced to pay about $600 more in taxes if 
this passes. I can't hardly justify living in the city 
(BG) and keeping my present job," William Si- 
mons, 232 Troup Ave., said. 
Simons suggested license fees for landlords as 
an alternative to the tax. Other critics said the 
$300,000 was just a drop in the bucket and would 
not make any substantial change in the overall 
budget. 
Their suggestions and opinions will be con- 
sidered, Quinn said. 
"We are not just going through the motions here, 
we want to know what your concerns are," he said. 
Two councilmen, William Blair (Ward 3), and 
David Elsass (Ward 2), said that unless the propo- 
sal was amended they would vote against it at the 
next city council meeting, Oct. 19. 
Since council can either vote on the proposal at 
that meeting or table it for further research and 
discussion, the debate may not be over yet. 
I 
University blacks 
select dorm reps 
for student union 
by Amy Burkett 
staff reporter 
Bringing blacks together to 
discuss concerns and think of so- 
lutions is one 
of the main 
goals of the 
Black Student 
Union. 
Jeff Smith, 
BSU's presi- 
dent, said that 
to help achieve 
that goal, the 
organization 
will be adding 
hall representative positions. 
Smith 
Each residence hall will be 
selecting a representative to ad- 
dress the particular problems 
that they see in the individual 
halls. They will then take these 
concerns to BSU who will at- 
tempt to find a solution. 
BSU is comparable to USG, he 
said, adding that it is the govern- 
ing body of the blacks. 
Some people wonder why 
there is a BSU and USG, but 
USG is not specifically concer- 
ned with black issues. If we ad- 
dress the problems through BSU 
then we could present them be- 
fore USG," Smith said. 
"BSU is set up not only to 
promote unity in the black 
community, but to let the minor- 
ity and the majority be aware of 
concerns of tne black world," 
Smith, a junior finance and 
international business major, 
said. 
Smith believes the black 
community doesn't have much 
of a voice in the decisions about 
things that are happening on 
campus such as drop status and 
minority faculty. He hopes BSU 
can fill that void. 
Smith also feels that the black 
community needs to become 
more close-knit and form a 
cohesiveness within themselves. 
"I haven't had too many 
direct run-ins with racism, but 
others have. We need to make 
people realize that it's often not 
as blatant as it used to be. Peo- 
ple are more covert about ra- 
cism these days," he said. "It is 
often the eye looks and gestures 
that people give blacks or the 
way they act when we walk into 
a room that is racist." 
Smith said BSU is proud of its 
Friends of Freshmen program. 
In this program juniors and 
seniors take one or two fresh- 
men and play the role of a big 
brother or sister to them. By do- 
ing this, freshmen have 
someone to talk to who' has 
already been through some of 
the same situations, he said. 
BSU will be meeting Thurs- 
day, Oct. 8 at 6 p.m. and com- 
mittee positions will be filled. 
Don't Wait in Slow Lines for Fast Food 
Domino's Pizza welcomes 
you back to campus. For 
over 25 years we've been 
delivering hoi, tasty pizzas 
to hungry students across 
America. 
The best part (besides 
the pizza!) is that you 
don't have to wait in line. 
So why wait? Call us 
with your order and relax. 
I   TER 
Domino's Pizza 
Delivers® Doubles 
Free Delivery From 
11:00 a.m. Daily 
Our Drivers Carry 
Less Than $20.00 
Limited Delivery Area 
Fast, Free Delivery 
352-1539 
1616 E. Wooster 
GREENWOOD CENTRE 
RIFIC TUESDAY 
1616 E. WOOSTER 
352-1539 
Fast, Free Delivery'1' 
Only $4.25 for a  12 
inch pepperoni pizza. 
No coupon necessary 
Editorial 2   October 6,1987 
Football strike 
should be ended 
Following Sunday's National Football League 
games, it's apparent that the players' union 
and the Management Council have to sit down and 
hammer out an agreement—and get the players 
back on the field. 
By walking out on the owners, the players made 
their statement. By fielding free-agent teams this 
weekend, the owners made their statement. Now its 
time to lock themselves in a room and stay until the 
issues holding up a settlement are agreed upon. 
"Scab" football at first seemed a novel idea. But 
after viewing the so-called "football" games Sun- 
day, it's obvious that the integrity of the game and 
the owners cannot stand another week of "scab" 
ball. 
The fans certainly don't want to see it. 
Stadium attendance was down 70.6 percent, com- 
pared to the first two weeks of the NFL season. 
Television networks have seen ratings plummet 
and national advertisers are pulling out some of 
their advertising. 
The volume of gambling is down 95 percent in Las 
Vegas betting parlors. 
Even bar owners nationally are complaining that 
business was decreased by at least 60 percent Sun- 
day afternoon. 
While the disagreement is between the players 
and owners, millions of people are feeling the 
crunch of the NFL strike. 
If the strike continues, it can only lead to more 
dissension between players, owners and fans. 
Represenatives of both the players and the 
owners have been shooting their mouths off since 
the strike began. They have put the blame on each 
other and also on the people supposedly negotiating 
for them. 
Now it's time to stop yapping about the deficien- 
cies of the other side and to start talking to each 
other. If it means that a mediator must be brought 
in, bring one in. 
Since the strike began, nothing has been done to 
rectify the situation, and each side had to do their 
grandstanding. 
Before next Sunday the strike must be settled. If 
it isn't, the NFL season might as well be written off. 
People are losing interest in the game. 
The life of grandmother 
By Scott Munn 
Lamps with frayed cords are 
congregated here, refugees 
from the rest of the house. Other 
items: old candles, bled In 
streams, now married to their 
candlesticks; picture frames, 
some with pictures intact; end 
tables. Dust floats on the few 
columns of light which manage 
to bless the wooden floor—the 
curtains are open, but the 
windows are small. 
The spare room, always clut- 
tered but never quite full, is in 
use. 
A soft scratch and a hidden 
thump betray the presence of 
not a mouse, but an uninvited 
cat. He's skillfully annoying the 
woman who holds temporary 
court; she's allergic to cats, at 
least in spirit. 
"What are you doing in here?" 
she appeals. A faint ac- 
cent—skeleton carried from the 
other side of the Atlantic—colors 
thisquery. 
"Get out. you." 
Her tired venom is ineffective 
on the pint-sized lord, who's now 
reduced to swishing his tail and 
playing with a few springs 
underneath the sofa bed. He 
looks up at her from under the 
bed and yawns. 
Her grandchildren are down- 
stairs. 
The muted dialogue of a tele- 
vision show can be heard, inter- 
rupted by the laughter of a tele- 
phone conversation. Arguments 
periodically break out, disting- 
uished by volume and iust shy of 
coherence. Doors slam, and 
electricity is wasted. 
The indiscriminate energy of 
childhood mocks her labored 
movements. Unheard, she calls 
for one of the children to take the 
animal away. Then an admo- 
nishment just above a whisper: 
"That girl does everything ex- 
cept what she's supposed to." 
The unfolded bed takes up 
Letters 
Reagan should send 
contras to S. Africa 
After four years of a college 
education, I have finally real- 
ized what Mr. Reagan's foreign 
policy is all about: pure and 
simple economic exploitation of 
Third World countries or the 
consequent subjugation for 
those who dare to rebel against 
Uncle Sam (e.g. Vietnam, 
Grenada, and now, Nicaragua). 
This could be my only conclu- 
sion after comparing the latest 
events in Nicaragua and South 
Africa. While the Sandinistas, a 
government accused of repress- 
ing the people of Nicaragua, 
have begun a process of demo- 
cratization, Reagan can only 
think of giving $270 million to his 
"freedom fighters"—the con- 
tras. On the other hand, while 
the Afrikaners—the white rulers 
of South Africa—have done noth- 
ing to improve the rights of non- 
whites in their country, Reagan 
can only think of lifting the 
economic santions the United 
States has imposed on the fas- 
cist government. Why doesn't 
he, instead, send the contras to 
South Africa to fight for the 
freedom of black South Afri- 
cans? 
Now, after a few weeks at 
BGSU, I have learned that not 
only Reagan but also the BGSU 
Foundation likes to do business 
with the repressive Afrikaners. 
Why not! It is probably the most 
profitable investment in the 
whole world. Since the Founda- 
tion seems to not worry about 
the moral implications of its in- 
vestments, maybe it should also 
think of investing some money 
in the contras. After all, if the 
contras succeed, Nicaragua will 
be once again what it was before 
the revolution: the United 
States' biggest and most 
profitable coffee plantation. 
Diego Jarrin 
Computer Science Dept. 
President has voice 
in Foundation actions 
This letter is in reply to Mr. 
Olscamp's letter of Oct. 2: 
You seem to have missed the 
rint of Ms. Haitz's letter of Oct. 
concerning divestment. The 
separateness of the Universtiy 
and the Foundation you purport 
is irrelevant, as long as the Uni- 
versity continues to benefit from 
the Foundation's actions. The 
only reason there exists a BGSU 
Foundation is to provide the 
University with needed funding. 
According to the Bylaws of the 
BGSU Foundation, Section II 
Letter C, "The Board (of 
Trustees) shall have as a mem- 
ber the President of the Uni- 
versity, or his nominee, with the 
nominee to serve at the pleasure 
of the President. The person 
serving as the University s chief 
development officer, or his 
nominee, shall serve as the Ex- 
ecutive Secretary of the Bowling 
Green State University Founda- 
tion, Inc." 
In light of this, how can you 
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say that the administration has 
no control whatsoever over their 
decisions? With a position on the 
board, as stated in the bylaws, 
you, or your nominee, are in a 
prime position to influence the 
decisions of the BGSU Founda- 
tion. 
You may have spoken out 
against racism and apartheid, 
however, we have not seen any 
results. Actions speak louder 
than words Mr. Olscamp. 
G. McManamon 
317 Adams St. 
University linked to 
S. African apartheid 
Bowling Green and South 
Africa are several thousand 
miles apart and, for all practical 
purposes. South Africa may be 
out of this world" as far as 
BGSU people are concerned. 
However, an unwise investment 
by the BGSU Foundation in 
companies doing business in 
South Africa has brought the is- 
sue of divestment from South 
Africa into the local conscious- 
ness and now, no one in the 
BGSU community can truly 
claim ignorance to the situation 
that exists regarding our Uni- 
versity's inextricable link to 
apartheid. It seems to me that 
until the BGSU Foundation 
totally divests, this University 
though legally separate from the 
Foundation will forever be sup- 
porting racism in South Africa. 
Other than the so-called "legal" 
separateness of the two institu- 
tions, it is obvious that there are 
strong and direct official con- 
nections. It is indeed short- 
sighted for investments to con- 
tinue because divestment would 
at least allow us to make the 
first step toward truly eliminat- 
ing racism on our campus. 
R. Errol Uun 
Information Services 
Jerome Library 
Correction 
In the Oct. 1 column by 
Trisha Haitz, mention u 
made in the second para- 
graph of "the Board of 
Trustees." This was origi- 
nally written to read a 
board of trustees." 
The News regrets the er- 
ror. 
Grandmother was taken into their home 
out of love and a sense of obligation. 
much of the room, absorbing her 
fragileness and dampening the 
echoes of occasional traffic out- 
side her window. One is remin- 
ded of a closed container, no au- 
to circulate and wash against its 
occupant. 
A preserved specimen. 
The stairway which separates 
her from her progeny is a very 
real barrier. Invested with age, 
her navigation is poor and her 
bones unassuming. A lifetime of 
living demands that she take it 
easy. 
Yet it is difficult to let the con- 
fines of her physiology dictate 
her freedom—and so the faithful 
and fateful daily voyages down 
each stair will probably con- 
tinue until her legs are replaced 
by wheels. Or until her heart 
catches up with its destination. 
Her travels, though they 
match the speed of her coor- 
dination, invite an unspoken and 
almost playful derision from her 
grandchildren. Their voices are 
quick with respect but their eyes 
are bright with impatience. 
The children aren't to blame, 
though. Their blood is too rich 
and too red to be diluted with a 
premeditated unkindness. They 
are merely guilty of youth, and 
under its protection. Their as- 
sorted crimes of innocence will 
go unpunished until they reach 
maturity. 
Somehow, over the years, she 
has lost touch with them and 
their reality. The joy she felt at 
their birth was once-removed, 
as was the pain, so the woman 
they have in common has served 
an understandably ineffective 
liason between young and old, 
dawn and sunset. 
Her world and its harsh cli- 
mate has given way to their re- 
latively fnctionless delivery. Al- 
though their sky is grimmer, 
hers was shadowed by the Great 
Depression. They have the 
Bomb, but she had influenza. 
And now the Bomb, too. At some 
point her memories have be- 
come their history; now her for- 
ays into the past are attributed 
to senility and her wisdom is 
questioned. 
Grandmother is now free from 
the worries of running a house- 
hold, yet is caught in the mesh of 
its operations; she is an inter- 
ruption to be dealt with rather 
than confided in. Her habits are 
too ingrained to be cast off. Her 
helpfulness, at once pleading 
and proud, is soon just tolerated 
within the confines of forced fa- 
miliarity. 
To the grandchildren, she has 
become another parent to obey, 
although lightly and with the 
contempt granted a perceived 
unearned authority. They are 
free to contradict her in tones 
gently chiding, steeped with 
their superior and newer knowl- 
edge of the universe and its 
workings. 
Without ceremony and almost 
overnight, they have adopted 
the role of parents and feel dele- 
gated to care for her as you 
would care for one who is un- 
worldly and unaware of the in- 
tricate secrets of men and 
women. Although entrusted to 
their care, she's not entrusted 
with their equality. 
Sometimes she seems fatalis- 
tic, and the children scold her 
for this. 
"Don't talk like that," they se- 
riously and almost mournfully 
interject. 
"You've got a good number of 
years ahead of you." 
"You're only as old as you 
feel." 
She allows no trace of bitter- 
ness, nor any semblance of a life 
wasted, to appear. She merely 
agrees, probably with a silent 
amendment that it's an easy 
thing to say when you feel 
young. It is quite likely and not 
at all ludicrous, however, that 
she may not feel the same de- 
gree of tragedy at her advanced 
years that her grandchildren 
unwittingly radiate. 
Her sense of peace, intact and 
uncoerced, has survived the at- 
mosphere of unease that is 
magnified by the often- 
exaggerated politeness of caring 
relatives who are uneasy with 
the mortality she represents. 
She has adapted to the wishes 
of nature. They owe her similar 
loyalty. 
There exits a tension between 
the grandmother and her 
daughter which is solely a by- 
product of her daughter's lib- 
eration from the crib. While 
there is reverence in the conver- 
sation of the elder, it is tem- 
pered with an almost comical 
disbelief that "Operation: 
Adulthood" continues afloat 
without the benefit of her ad- 
vice. Blamelessly, she desires to 
remain an integral force in the 
play of her daughter's decisions. 
In much the same manner 
that the grandchildren suddenly 
and smugly age when address- 
ing her, so does her daughter 
C young and defenseless. 
:h patterns develop a tepid 
edge, statements change into 
suggestions, and familiar policy 
defenses melt into courteous 
deference—up to a point. 
Gradually, inexorably, re- 
sentment steps in where defer- 
ence steps out, and the grand- 
mother is left to fend for herself 
in a house of delicate disarray. 
Fine-tuned to the hostility she is 
engendering, or perhaps in spite 
of it, she disappears into a sullen 
obedience, reuniting with her 
dignity only when her trespasses 
have been deemed harmless. 
Grandmother was taken into 
their home out of love and a 
sense of obligation. She needed 
them, and they needed to help. 
The glaring casualty is the 
angel of integrity. 
Munn is a freelance columnist 
living in New York City. 
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Mail 'backed up' 
Campus post office behind in delivery 
by Judy Immd 
staff reporter 
If you need mail to arrive 
soon, some people think you 
shouldn't count on the Uni- 
versity Post Off ice. 
Several department secre- 
taries and others involved with 
receiving mail at the Universi- 
ty have expressed concern 
about the quality of mail ser- 
vice. 
Jim Gordon, acting chair of 
the Department of Journalism, 
became aware of the mail 
problem last Thursday when 
West Hall did not receive any 
mail. 
"There is a real problem 
when an entire building 
doesn't get mail," he said. 
As a result, the Department 
of Journalism will assume re- 
sponsibility for the pick-up and 
delivery of its mail for the next 
two weeks, he said. 
Last Thursday, neither of 
the two post office drivers ar- 
rived for work, Gordon said, 
and Jim Clemens, University 
Post Office coordinator, de- 
livered the mail himself. 
Clemens said that the mail is 
backed up and he hopes it will 
be delivered as quickly as pos- 
sible. 
"We have a good competent 
student staff, but they haven't 
been here (working in the post 
office) long enough to provide 
continuity,  he said. 
He added that the incoming 
mail has been "exceptionally 
heavy" this year. 
Clemens would not comment 
on any other aspect of the 
problem. 
The Public Relations office 
has adjusted its mailings in 
order to compensate for the 
"lack of manpower" at the 
post office. Clifton Boutelle, 
director of public relations, 
said. 
"We recognize that the post 
office is having difficulties, but 
they're doing a good job with 
what they have. We're trying 
to adjust to this," he said. 
The department is taking 
more important mail to the 
downtown Bowling Green Post 
Office, or carrying it to the 
University Post Office them- 
selves to be stamped, Boutelle 
said. 
Boutelle also said his office 
is receiving calls from de- 
partments that have not yet 
received the campus telephone 
books. 
"We hope that the depart- 
ments  will  be   patient   and 
understand the situation at the 
post office," he said. 
Clemens would not comment 
on distribution of the phone 
books. 
Secretaries in departments 
called at random also indi- 
cated a problem with mail ser- 
vice. 
Arlene Walters, secretary in 
the Department of Home 
Economics agreed that the 
mail in the department has 
also been arriving later. She 
said the department has a 
courier to deliver mail around 
campus. 
Lois Silvieus, secretary in 
the College Student Personnel 
Office, said that lately, the 
mail has been generally arriv- 
ing on time. 
However, she also suggests 
to members of the department 
to hand-deliver important 
mail. 
"It's just a good idea if you 
want it there in time," she 
said. 
She said she has also noticed 
funny incidents with mail de- 
livery this year. For example, 
a package addressed to Park- 
ing Services was delivered to 
Pat King, an associate profes- 
sor in the college, because of 
the similarity of "parking" to 
her name, Silvieus said. 
City tax laws debated 
by Greg Connel 
dty reporter 
Members of city council and area residents de- 
bated a change in city income tax laws last night 
which would force Bowling Green residents who 
work in other cities to pay income taxes here too. 
The tax would cost each of the approximate 950 
residents affected by it an average of $316 per 
year. This is in addition to the income taxes they 
already pay in the city where they work. 
Council gave the proposal its second reading, 
and it must have three readings before it can be 
voted into law. 
A standing-room-only crowd heard what Council 
President John Quinn called "a commercial" for 
the proposed changes, presented by Wes Hoffman, 
municipal administrator. 
Hoffman said the city is considering collecting 
the additional taxes to compensate for decreased 
revenues, budget for irregular and unpredictable 
revenues, cover rising costs which the city cannot 
control, help accommodate for city growth, and 
maintain city services at their present levels. 
"You can argue that all city services are neces- 
sary or that all city services are optional, it just 
depends on the level of service you want to provide 
the city," he said. 
Hoffman said the city has lost $450,000 in federal 
revenue sharing funds, and that additional federal 
funds, called community development block 
grants, have also been cut. Meanwhile, he said, the 
federal government is forcing the city to spend 
more money through mandates such as govern- 
ment employee wage laws. 
"At the same time they are adding costs to our 
budget, they are taking away our money," he said. 
Irregular or unpredictable revenues include 
items such as inheritance taxes. Hoffman said in- 
heritance taxes have fluctuated as much as 
$100,000 from one year to the next. 
Rising costs which the city cannot control, 
Hoffman said, include federal mandates, state 
mandates, and a variety of costs such as prisoner 
food costs, and garbage disposal costs. 
"It all costs something,' Hoffman said, "street 
repairs, leaf collection, everything we do costs 
something." 
Hoffman added that even as the city grows, the 
costs of that growth exceed the revenue it pro- 
vides. 
"As the city expands we have to add more park- 
ing lots, we have to increase our fire and police 
protection—and we are already undermanned 
now, we have to expand roads, and even the 911 
emergency (telephone) system will cost us more 
money. It all adds up." 
Many of the 950 residents who would be forced to 
pay what they called "double jeopardy taxes," 
under the proposed law spoke out against it at the 
meeting. 
"I'll be forced to pay about $600 more in taxes if 
this passes. I can't hardly justify living in the city 
(BG) and keeping my present job," William Si- 
mons, 232 Troup Ave., said. 
Simons suggested license fees for landlords as 
an alternative to the tax. Other critics said the 
$300,000 was just a drop in the bucket and would 
not make any substantial change in the overall 
budget. 
Their suggestions and opinions will be con- 
sidered, Quinn said. 
"We are not just going through the motions here, 
we want to know what your concerns are," he said. 
Two councilmen, William Blair (Ward 3), and 
David Elsass (Ward 2), said that unless the propo- 
sal was amended they would vote against it at the 
next city council meeting, Oct. 19. 
Since council can either vote on the proposal at 
that meeting or table it for further research and 
discussion, the debate may not be over yet. 
I 
University blacks 
select dorm reps 
for student union 
i  
by Amy Burkett 
staff reporter 
Bringing blacks together to 
discuss concerns and think of so- 
lutions is one 
of the main 
goals of the 
Black Student 
Union. 
Jeff Smith, 
BSU's presi- 
dent, said that 
to help achieve 
that goal, the 
organization 
will be adding 8m,,h 
hall representative positions. 
Each residence hall will be 
selecting a representative to ad- 
dress the particular problems 
that they see in the individual 
halls. They will then take these 
concerns to BSU who will at- 
tempt to find a solution. 
BSU is comparable to USG, he 
said, adding that it is the govern- 
ing body of the blacks. 
"Some people wonder why 
there is a BSU and USG, but 
USG is not specifically concer- 
ned with black issues. If we ad- 
dress the problems through BSU 
then we could present them be- 
fore USG," Smith said. 
"BSU is set up not only to 
promote unity in the black 
community, but to let the minor- 
ity and the majority be aware of 
concerns of the black world," 
Smith, a junior finance and 
international business major, 
said. 
Smith believes the black 
community doesn't have much 
of a voice in the decisions about 
things that are happening on 
campus such as drop status and 
minority faculty. He hopes BSU 
can fill that void. 
Smith also feels that the black 
community needs to become 
more close-knit and form a 
cohesiveness within themselves. 
"I haven't had too many 
direct run-ins with racism, but 
others have. We need to make 
people realize that it's often not 
as blatant as it used to be. Peo- 
ple are more covert about ra- 
cism these days," he said. "It is 
often the eye looks and gestures 
that people give blacks or the 
way they act when we walk into 
a room that is racist." 
Smith said BSU is proud of its 
Friends of Freshmen program. 
In this program juniors and 
seniors take one or two fresh- 
men and play the role of a big 
brother or sister to them. By do- 
ing this, freshmen have 
someone to talk to who has 
already been through some of 
the same situations, he said. 
BSU will be meeting Thurs- 
day, Oct. 8 at 6 p.m. and com- 
mittee positions will be filled. 
Don't Wait in Slow Lines for Fast Food 
Domino's Pizza welcomes 
you back to campus. For 
over 25 years we've been 
delivering hot, tasty pizzas 
to hungry students across 
America. 
The besl part (besides 
the pizza!) is that you 
don't have to wait in line. 
So why wait? Call us 
with your order and relax. 
Domino's Pizza 
Delivers® Doubles 
Free Delivery From 
11:00 a.m. Daily 
Our Drivers Carry 
Less Than $20.00 
Limited Delivery Area 
Fast, Free Delivery 
352-1539 
1616 E. Wooster 
GREENWOOD CENTRE 
HTERRIFIC TUESDAY 
■■IfM     1616 E. WOOSTER 
J 9 8 352-1539 
Fast, Free Delivery'* 
Only $4.25 for a  12 
inch pepperoni pizza. 
No coupon necessary 
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Students dislike labels 
by Debbie Rogers 
staff reporter 
: Non-traditional female student. It is a long 
label and one that differentiates them from 
other students on campus. 
But, according to two of those non- 
traditional female students, there are not 
that many differences and the label is too 
drastic. 
"It's really a negative term," said Liz An- 
derson, a 39-year-old junior marketing 
major. "It's like being a non-person. There 
are better words like 'mature' or 'advan- 
ced.'" 
' And there are better, more positive terms 
than non-traditional, Barbara Bauer said, 
an associate professor in college student 
personnel with an adult learner focus. 
"I think I would stick with adult learner," 
she said. "An adult learner is one section of 
that non-traditional student population. 
However, it is one of the largest growing." 
Bauer said over one-third of the total en- 
rollment in American universities are stu- 
dents over 25 years of age. 
Peggy Ebersole, a 36-year-old junior 
magazine journalism major, said she feels 
more like a commuter student than a non- 
traditional female student and that her age 
is not a real problem. 
"I don't really feel that I'm that much ol- 
der," she said. "It is hard though; you walk 
into a room and there's all these 17-, 18- and 
19-y ear-olds. 
. "It takes me a few weeks to find a friendly 
face to talk to," she said. "I'm trying to get 
out of my shell." 
Ebersole said the only problem she has on 
campus is the parking. She added that the 
Off-Campus Student Center, where she 
spends a lot of time, should be larger. 
Anderson agreed that the parking was 
difficult on campus, but otherwise she does 
not have any problems at the University. 
"When I come on campus, I feel just the 
same as any other student," she said. "I 
don't feel that I deserve any special privi- 
leges because of my age or sex. 
"I feel that other students who work and 
go to school have it worse than I do." 
Both students said their families are a 
great support. They understand the home- 
work load and help out at home. 
"When I get down, they're there pushing 
me on," Anderson said. "It takes a lot of 
courage to go back this late." 
Ebersole said she delegates the chores 
around the house between her son, 12, and 
daughter, 15. 
"It gets kind of hairy," she said. "Some- 
times I go home and cry." 
Bauer said adult learners have special 
needs concerning their families, children 
and spouses. She said the University should 
plan activities that include these people. 
Sunday picnics and other weekend events, 
Bauer said, are some of the events that 
should be planned. She added that adult 
learners do not need fraternities, dances and 
homecoming. 
Another concern of non-traditional stu- 
dents is financial aid. 
"A big need is financial aid," Bauer said. 
"It's often difficult to get because they're 
adult, part-time students." 
Ebersole almost had a problem with her 
financial aid at the beginning of the fall 
semester. 
"This semester I got kind of scared be- 
cause my student loan was (almost) cancel- 
led for lack of hours," she said. 
Ebersole must be registered for at least 
six hours or she must start paying her loan 
back. A class she needed was not added on 
her fall semester schedule. 
Anderson does not have any trouble with 
financial aid. 
"My story is too good to be true," she said. 
"My grades were so good as a freshman that 
I was considered for a scholarship. And I got 
it!" 
Anderson does have one concern that 
probably does not include many students on 
campus. She is pregnant. 
"It was totally unexpected," she said. "I 
was pretty upset because I had worked so 
hard and came so far. But once I calmed 
down and looked at it objectively, I realized I 
could do both. 
"Ill try to schedule my classes so I'm not 
away a lot," she continued. "I may have to 
cut down and take four classes instead of 
five. But it can be done. I know it." 
LAST HOMES 
UNDER CONSTRUCTION 
Be an exchange student 
QS*^ 
fiS^ . -■> 
Fore Meadows Commons will 
be completed in a few months. 
Don't miss your chance to 
own... 
MORE THAN A HOME. A LIFESTYLE. 
CALL NOW FOR APPOINTMENT! 
I**™™™*  352-7872 
Off W.Gypsy LanoRd. Rick Metz, Builder 
Special Offer 
On Campus 
October 1 - October 16 
ONLY 
BASIC SERVICE 
Liz Anderson 
BG News/Mike McCune 
V* Price Installation ($10.00) 
FREE Service Until Oct. 20 
HBO PREMIUM 
Free Installation 
Free Service Until Oct. 20 
BONUS 
Up to $2.00 Value free at 
Steve's Ice Cream 
Wood Cable TV 
118 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
(419) 352-8424 
Office Hours 
8:00 am - 5:30 pm 
Monday - Friday 
SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP RATE 
$100 off the $225 Annual Membership 
thru 10/18/87 
NEW MEMBERS ONLY 
BGSU ID GETS YOU 
A 1 YEAR MEMBERSHIP- 
$175 
AEROBICS - 15%off 
DISCOUNTED TANNING 
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• Nutritional Supplements 
KWooff 
thru 10/11/87 
• Nutritional Counseling 
by Dr. Jim Smith 
• Lowest Prices in town 
corner of DORR & BYRNE 
536-1436 
THE 
FITNESS 
STOP 
A Complete 
Health Club 
GOLD RING SALE 
$ 60OFF18K 
40OFFV.K 
'20 OFF 10K 
$ 
^V 
Jostens Gold Sale. For one week only. Order and save on the gold ring of your choice. 
JOSTENS 
AMERICA        S      COLLEGE      RING'" 
Date      Oct. 7- 8 Deposit Required       $15.00 
R»"» 
Time:      10:00 a.m.- 3:00p.m. 
Place     University Bookstore, Student Services Building 
Meet wrtn your Joslero represtnutive tor hd detah See our complete ring selection on okpfey n your college bookstore 
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Van Newhouse Photography 
Grand Opening Special -1 FREE 8x10 with any sitting 
*Wedding Packages 
*fine portraits 
'anniversaries 
•video messages 
•wedding supplies ♦banner grams 
•senior portraits *personalized and photo ♦wedding invitations Christmas cards 
10% off quality film developing (with this add) 
352-0129 
112 E. Washington Member 
Denim Week 
Now thru Sat. 
All Skirts... 
Jeans... 
Jackets...' 
(Acid Washed, bleached - regular) 
Open Tues. eve. till 9:0O p.m. 
30% 
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525   KJrSl. " 
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Speaker 'brings9 homeless to BG 
by Deborah Gottschalk 
staff reporter 
"The people huddled in door- 
ways, on heat grates and rum- 
maging through trash are no 
different than you and I," said 
Harold Moss, who runs a shelter 
for the homeless in Washington 
D.C. 
Moss spoke to a crowd of 
about 250 people in the Educa- 
tion Building Thursday night. 
Moss said he came to speak at 
the University because people 
are unaware that there is a mas- 
sive problem. 
"Since you're not going to go 
to the poor, I'm bringing them to 
you," he said. 
Moss is a member of the 
Community for Creative Non- 
violence (CCNV), an organiza- 
tion that last April passed a $1 
billion congressional bill that 
will supply aid to the homeless. 
In order to pass the bill, Moss 
and "a couple of people moved 
out on the streets...went to talk 
to Congress and lobbied daily," 
hesaicT 
CCNV, a now respected organ- 
ization for its aid to the homeless 
wasn't popular at when it for- 
med in 1970, he said. In its early 
years members of the religious 
community poured blood on the 
steps of the Captial building, and 
had public funerals for homeless 
people who died on the streets. 
They also broke into churches so 
that people could sleep in them. 
"The first part of the problem is removing 
the barriers between us and them (the 
homeless)...they need us." 
--Harold Moss 
"We spent time in Jails, on the 
streets, and fasted," to help the 
homeless population in Wash- 
ington D.C," Moss said. 
Now In most larger cities, 
homelessness has reached epi- 
demic porportions, Moss added. 
There are two to three million 
people living on the streets in 
America, and within 15 years 
there will be a loss of affordable 
housing for 20 million people, he 
said. 
Homeless people are found 
wandering in both large and 
small cities and "even in rural 
areas with farm foreclosures," 
Moss said. 
According to Moss, the 
reasons for the increase in the 
number people living on streets 
varies, but "there are some 
well-worn tread ways." Mini- 
mum wage has not been in- 
creased since 1981, and 300,000 
disabled and elderly people have 
been cut off from benefits, he 
said. In addition, aid to families 
with dependent children has 
been cut $3.5 billion since 1981, 
and $7 million has been cut from 
food stamps since that same 
year. 
The shortage of affordable 
housing has added to the in- 
crease in the number of home- 
less also, Moss said. There was a 
500 percent increase in the num- 
ber of homeless families in 
Washington D.C. last year and 
"the Federal government has 
completely walked away from 
its responsibility" of maintain- 
ing and managing houses, he 
said. 
Between 1970 and 1977 three 
million houses were lost, and 
since Reagan has been in office, 
the federal budget has cut back 
from $32 billion to $7.5 billion in 
Federal public housing assis- 
tance, he said. 
Because of these staggering 
figures, Moss has dedicated his 
life to CCNV, and helping the 
homeless people in Washington 
D.C. 
"I intend to die for that com- 
munity," he said. Moss said that 
the number of people on the 
streets will escalate so much in 
the next few years, and there 
will be so much pain, gangrine, 
frosbite and needless death, that 
he is "not going to be here to see 
it." Moss has fasted to receive 
government funding for the 
homeless, and said he will do so 
again, even to the point of death. 
Moss also worked for the 
National Institute of Health do- 
ing cancer research for 10 years, 
while working for the homeless 
in soup kitchens. 
Moss said "I was seeing peo- 
ple I knew freezing to death," 
and that encouraged him to quit 
his job and live on the streets 
with the homeless. Moss said he 
also saw something on TV that 
said,"You're either part of the 
problem or part of the solution, 
there is no middle ground." 
Moss became part of the solu- 
tion, he said. 
"The first part of the problem 
is removing the barriers be- 
tween us and them (the home- 
less)...they need us," he said. In 
order to do this, people need to 
eliminate stereotypes. 
A lot of people think that 
homeless people are "old, dirty 
bums and God is whippin' their 
butts because they deserve it." 
In reality, 30 percent of the 
homeless are released from 
mental institutions, and of the 
50,000 homeless in New York 
City, 10,000 are children. 
Once stereotypes are elim- 
inated, "people have got to wake 
up and realize something has got 
to happen...you don't make any- 
thing change without commit- 
ment," he said. Harold Moss BG News/Paul Vernen : 
Survey  
D Continued from page 1. 
involve them. 
"The divestment problem rea- 
lly doesn't relate to University 
students, so they often are in- 
different about it. Plus, many 
students are in a state of confu- 
sion about the whole divestment 
issue," Robinson said. 
"The survey results about this 
issue indicate to us that USG 
should go after the campus prob- 
lems first, those that directly re- 
late to the interests of the stu- 
dents." 
The goals resolution presented 
to the General Assembly in- 
cluded: 
a Making efforts to curb ris- 
ing tuitions costs for the 1988-89 
school year. 
DWorkine toward the abo- 
lishment of discrimination on 
campus. 
Working with the Graduate 
Student Senate to establish 
'reading days' before final 
exams. 
Dlmproving student pay 
rates. 
Dlncreasing campus lighting. 
[ ) Establishing mid-semester 
evaluations of all faculty. 
Robinson said USG worked to 
improve student pay conditions 
during the summer and helped 
to establish a small pay raise for 
campus employees. 
"Students were given a five 
cent increase per pay range this 
year, so in that, we were suc- 
cessful," he said. "The pay 
range system is another prob- 
lem altogether. 
"Currently, students have to 
work 800 hours before moving up 
to a higher pay raise. That's ut- 
terly ridiculous. We feel we can 
make headway on this issue this 
year." 
Forum  
C Continued from page 1. 
Students forced to live in the 
lounges are unable to hear fire 
alarms, Amy Bahl, Ward 5 rep- 
resentative said. 
"Apparently there was almost 
a group fine about it." she said, 
"because the girls didn't leave 
the lounge." 
Lori Zagoric, Ward 4 repre- 
sentative, said resident advisers 
were told that having more than 
one phone in hall rooms is ille- 
gal, but the Univeristy Tele- 
communications office denied 
this. 
"The second phones mess up 
the billing lines, but it is not ille- 
gal," she said. 
Zagoric said there is no cur- 
rent University policy about the 
issue, but the Telecommunica- 
tions office is considering pro- 
posing one. 
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Marine lost in gulf crash 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
Marine helicopter crashed in the 
Persian Gulf late Sunday while 
conducting routine night opera- 
tions, the Navy's Central Com- 
I mand said. One of the four crew 
members is still reported miss- 
ing. 
'   The crash of the UH-1 helicop- 
ter  occurred  about 30 miles 
• northeast of Bahrain, and within 
about 900 yards of the USS LaSa- 
. lie, the Navy command said in a 
.statement released in Washing- 
, ton. 
. .White House spokesman 
Roman Popadiuk said the crash 
occurred as the helicopter was 
returning to the LaSalle, the 
command ship of U.S. naval for- 
ces in the gulf. 
"It was an accident that was 
not due to any hostilities," Po- 
padiuk said. 
Three crew members, identi- 
fied as 1st Lt. Robert Melzer, 26, 
of Prince Georges County, Md.; 
Cpl. Michael Gauthier, 21, of 
Hampton County, Mass., and 
Uuice Cpl. Gregory Bentley, 20, 
of Douglas, Ga.; were recovered 
from a life raft by one of the La- 
Salle's small boats, and are re- 
ported in good condition. 
•; The Navy is using mine-s- 
weeping helicopters, small 
boats and ships to search for the 
fourth Marine, identified as 
Maj. Daniel Ha worth, 34, of New 
Castle, Del., the pilot of the air- 
craft 
Rear Adm. Harold Bernsen, 
commander of the U.S. Navy's 
Middle East Force, said in an 
interview in Manama yesterday 
that the pilot of the UH-1 lost 
control after the aircraft began 
"vibrating." 
He said the Sea Stallion mine 
sweepers, based aboard the as- 
sault carrier Guadalcanal, 
would use their sonar gear to 
pinpoint the wreckage, which 
will then be salvaged. 
The helicopter crew was as- 
signed from Marine Medium He- 
licopter Squadron 263, based in 
Jacksonville, N.C. 
This is the second accident in- 
volving a U.S. helicopter flying 
off the LaSalle since the escort 
operation began. 
On July 30, a Navy SH-3G 
courier helicopter hit the stern 
of the 13,600-ton command ship 
during a routine landing ap- 
proach, killing four of the nine 
people aboard. 
Forty-three Americans have 
been confirmed killed since the 
raqis bomb 
supertanker 
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) - Iraqi warplane*. attacked as 
Iranian oti terminal in the Strait of Hormia yeaterday, damag- 
ing the world's largest supertanker and setting another ship 
afire, marine salvage executives said. 
Iraq did not announce the attacks in the strait, sooth of the 
gulf, but said waves of its id fighter-bombers raided two Iran- 
ian-held Islands in the northern giitf. Ijim's paramilitary Revo- 
lutionary Guards reportedly intercepted several freighters In 
the southern part of the gulf. 
Iran and Iraq reported heavy shelling across their border, 
resulting la the deaths of several civilians. 
Both countries have attacked foreign ships in their seven- 
year war. The UJ3. Navy began escorting 11 reflagged Kuwaiti 
tankers In July to protect mem from Iran, which considers 
Kuwait an ally of Iraq. 
start of the U.S. naval buildup in 
the Gulf region earlier this year. 
They include 37 killed on May 
17 when the missile frigate Stark 
was hit by missiles fired from an 
Iraqi fighter-bomber, in what 
Iraq and Washington later said 
was a mistaken attack. Two 
airmen died when a U.S. fighter 
plane crashed into the Arabian 
Sea in September. 
Trade pact details reviewed 
I WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. 
f Trade Representative Clayton ■ Yeutter conceded yesterday 
t that winning congressional ap- 
i proval of a far-reaching free 
. trade pact with Canada will 
I "require a lot of effort" on the 
•' part of supporters. 
( Despite initial optimism ex- 
:■ pressed by Canadian and U.S. 
b officials, Yeutter said obtaining 
';. approval of the agreement 
S might be difficult, particularly 
g Over some of its provisions — in- 
•: eluding giving Canadians access 
for the first time to oil from 
Alaska's North Slope. 
But he told reporters that, in 
the end, "this is a package that 
should sell itself and will sell it- 
self." 
The accord, completed after 
16 months of negotiations and just before a midnight Saturday 
deadline, calls for an elim- 
ination of all tariffs and most 
other trade barriers between the 
two countries by Jan. 1,1999. It 
would create the world's largest 
open market. 
^ 
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• DAVID SAYH • 
AFTER 15 APPEARANCES ON JOHNNY CARSON AND 5 
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SHOWTIME AND ADMISSIONS: 
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY - 9:00 / $3.00 
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WEDNESDAY IS BOWLING GREEN NIGHT 
• ADMISSION $1.00 WITH THIS AD. 
CALL NOW FOR RESERVA TIONS: 865-6828       jg. 
*4 5319 Heotherdowns Blvd. (Just West of Reynolds) 
But as fuller details of the ac- 
cord began to surface yester- 
day, key U.S. lawmakers voiced 
skepticism over the prospects 
for quick approval. 
The pact must be approved by 
both Congress and the Canadian 
Parliment to take effect. 
Senate Finance Committee 
Chairman Lloyd Bentsen, 
D-Texas, said in a statement 
that it was "obvious that a lot of 
the major points have not been 
resolved." 
"Up to this point,...all we've 
been hearing about are U.S. 
concessions,   Bentsen added. 
Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont., a 
Finance Committee member, 
said neither the administration 
nor the Canadians should eng- 
age "in cheerleading tactics to 
build support for this agree- 
ment." 
The accord would give U.S. 
businesses greater opportunities 
in Canada by lifting scores of 
trade and investment re- 
strictions. At the same time, it 
gives Canadian companies 
greater access to U.S. markets. 
With two-way trade last year 
of $135 billion, the United States 
and Canada are the world's 
largest trading partners. 
Yeutter said he planned to 
meet with key members of Con- 
gress in the coming days to go 
over the agreement, first pro- 
posed by Canadian Prime Minis- 
ter Brian Mulroney and Presi- 
dent Reagan in 19S5. 
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+ TUESDAY IS LADIES' NIGHT   * 
4 DOORS OPEN   SHOWTIME 
^ 7:30 8:00 
MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE 
Founder's Day Sale 
Misses Sweaters Sale $19.99 
Junior Tops Sale $17.99 
Vinyl Handbags     re0. ie.00 Sale $12.00 
20% off   Control Top Pantihose 
25% off   Misses Coordinates 
Women's Shoes Sale $19.99 
25% off   Packaged Briefs 
25% off   Packaged Bras 
Men's Sports Shirts reg. 22 00Sale $17.99 
Flannel Shirts reg. 18.00 Sale $14.99 
20% off   Men's Basic Fleece 
Separates 
Men's Slacks       reg .to 27.00 Sale $19.99 
Men's Sportcoats  reg.89.99Sale $69.99 
Men's Casual Shoes Sale $27.99 
JCPenney 
•   Bowling Green 
Woodland Mall 
4 
COVER   .* 
2.00     ^ 
4 
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4 FEATURING - LORDS OF BURLESQUE -4 
4   • TOP BOTTOM CONTEST FOLLOWING 4 
"* • CASH AND PRIZES. T 4 4 
4 
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4 
4 
4 
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+   THE FUN PLACE TO BE!    * 
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HEY   MAC 
Now you can create and print 
your own documents on Kinko's own 
self-serve Apple Macintosh 
computer and LaserWriter printer 
Come in for a test drive today! 
kinko's' 
woras 
113 Railroad St. 
354-3947 
Bnng in this ad for $2.00 off on Self-Serve Mac. 
Self-Serve typewriters also available! 
News Briefs 
Panel probes ministers 
WASHINGTON (AP) — A 
congressional panel, wading 
gingerly where angels fear to 
tread, is calling on some of 
the nation's best-known tele- 
vision evangelists to spell out 
whether they are making 
proper use of their tax- 
exempt status. 
Are tax-deductible contri- 
butions being used for per- 
sonal, lobbying or political 
purposes? Are religious or- 
ganizations competing with 
commercial businesses and 
neglecting to pay tax on that 
income? What is a reasonable 
salary for a minister? 
Not even the Internal Re- 
venue Service can answer 
those questions, which are 
likely to be asked by mem- 
bers of the House Ways and 
Means oversight subcommit- 
tee at today's public hearing. 
Although the panel's 
chairman, Rep. J.J. Pickle, 
D-Texas, says the panel is not 
looking to write new legisla- 
tion affecting churches, the 
nation's more-traditional re- 
ligious groups are expressing 
concern. 
The Rev. Jerry Falwell and 
the Rev. Oral Roberts were 
among evangelists agreeing 
to testify at the hearing. PTL 
founder Jim Bakker declined 
to appear, as did his wife, 
Tammy. 
Chinese shoot down jet 
B 
BEIJING (AP) — China 
claimed yesterday that its air 
force shot down a Vietnamese 
jet fighter that twice intruded 
to Chinese air space. 
The state-run Xinhua News 
Agency said the Vietnamese 
MiG-21 fighter was shot down 
after it Intruded nearly 20 
miles into Chinese air space 
over the Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region in south- 
ern China. 
The brief report did not say 
how the plane was shot down 
or detail the fate of its crew. 
The duty officer at the 
Vietnamese Embassy in Beij- 
ing said he had no informa- 
tion about the Xinhua report. 
Xinhua said China's For- 
eign Ministry had "made 
representations" to Viet- 
nam's ambassador about the 
plane's intrusion. 
China and Vietnam have 
been skirmishing along their 
common border since 1979. 
Cuomo denies rumors 
NEW YORK (AP) - Gov. 
Mario Cuomo is denying ru- 
mors that he is afraid to run 
for president because it could 
expose a skeleton in his fami- 
ly's closet. 
"I have run in New York 
State for governor twice," 
Cuomo said in an interview 
broadcast Sunday. "They 
throw everything at you in 
this place, especially if you're 
an Italian-American. ... I 
don't believe there is (a skele- 
ton) or you would have known 
about it." 
The New York Times said 
Sunday that Cuomo had 
called its Washington office 
after the taping for "Face the 
Nation" to ask whether re- 
porters had heard rumors 
about alleged past misdeeds 
by his family. 
He emphatically denied 
any wrongdoing in his fami- 
ly's past, but declined to 
elaborate on the nature of the 
rumors. 
Eclipse occurs tonight 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The Harvest moon will dim 
slightly, possibly blushing 
rea. tonight when a penum- 
bra] eclipse occurs. 
Astronomers at the UJS. 
Naval Observatory report 
that the moon will edge into 
the fainter part of the Earth's 
shadow this evening, with the 
dimming most likely to be no- 
ticed at the lower half of the 
moon's disc. 
Unlike the occasions when 
it enters the dark center of 
the shadow, the moon will not 
be blocked from view. 
This eclipse should be both 
visible and interesting be- 
cause of the brightness of the 
full Harvest moon, the as- 
tronomers say. 
STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE 
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE 
SKYDIVING 
Cleveland Sport 
Parachuting School 216-548-4511 
15199 GrovaHd 
Garrattsvllle, Ohio 44231 
A man is judged by 
the company he keeps. 
As a Marine Corps officer, you'll be keeping some very select 
company. Thai's because you'll be serving with some of the 
finest officers the military has to offer. Officers that will be 
leading a group of men who are second to none. If you're a 
college student or graduate who thinks this is the 
kind of company he'd like to keep, see your Marine t 
Corps Officer Selection Officer. I-8OO-423-260O. 
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Bork too 'radical' 
Metzenbaum opposes judge nomination 
CLEVELAND (AP) — Describing Robert Bork 
as a radical who "has been consistently on the 
wrong side," Sen. Howard Metzenbaum said yes- 
terday that his vote against Bork's confirmation to 
the U.S. Supreme Court may be the most impor- 
tant one he has cast in Congress. 
"It will affect my children, and grandchildren 
and maybe my great- great-grandchildren, as 
well," Metzenbaum told students during a speech 
at the Cleveland City Club. 
Metzenbaum said Bork would threaten the Su- 
preme Court's ability to perform its constitutional 
duty because of what the Ohio Democrat called 
Bork's opposition to the right of privacy, free 
speech and racial equality. He accused Bork of op- 
posing anti-trust laws ana said prices would rise if 
Bork is on the high court. 
Yet, Metzenbaum said, Bork is a very intelligent 
man. His persuasiveness could influence and tip 
the balance of the nine-member court, he said. 
"Bork has been consistently been on the wrong 
side. He's been on the radical side. He's far more 
than a conservative," Metzenbaum said. "To say 
the least, Robert Bork would not be on the fore- 
front in the march toward racial equality." 
Metzenbaum is a member of the Senate Judi- 
ciary Committee, which is to vote on the Bork 
nomination today. He is been an outspoken critic of 
Bork, whose chances of winning a Supreme Court 
seat were dealt two more blows yesterday when 
Sens. Dennis DeConcini and Lowell Weicker Jr. 
announced they would oppose his confirmation. 
Weicker is the third Republican to speak out 
against Bork. 
"When the president selected Bork, he must 
have known he selected a man of great con- 
troversy," Metzenbaum said. 
"It's no surprise he nominated a conservative. 
That's his right. For me, the key question on 
Robert Bork is whether Bork's views would threa- 
ten the Supreme Court's ability" to do its job, Met- 
zenbaum said. "Women and minorities find his 
positions hostile to their concerns." 
Metzenbaum, who was appointed to the Senate 
in 1974, said the Bork nomination has attracted 
greater public response than almost any issue that 
has arisen during his tenure in the Senate. 
He said the televising of the Judiciary Commit- 
tee hearings gave the public a chance to be a part 
of an historic event during the 200th birthday of the 
U.S. Constitution. 
"Carrying this on TV has prompted millions of 
Americans to draw their own conclusions," Met 
zenbaum said. 
He said the Bork nomination may mark the first 
time since Martin Luther King died that Southern 
blacks have risen up and made their voices heard. 
Yet, the rejection of a Supreme Court nominee is 
not an unusual event, Metzenbaum said. 
The Senate has rejected one out of every five 
nominees, starting with a man proposed by Presi- 
dent George WaslSngton. 
"If the Senate could say 'no' to George Washing- 
ton, then the country will survive if the Senate says 
'no to Ronald Reagan," he said. 
Don't play games with your lungs. 
2L       PRESENTS 
Commitees of the Week 
GAMES COMMITEE: OUTDOOR RECREATION: 
Christine Bonnet Kris Cochrane 
Eric Ceasar 
Tricia Landers Laura Darby 
Sharon Pasek Teresa Garea Sandy Gast 
Russ Schwandt Barb Lubinski 
Christine Mosman 
Lisa Tontimonia Rick Sasala 
Veronica Smith 
Cindy Wagoner Regina Toson 
Jennifer Zarecky Heidi Crites Jenney Fish 
Lisa "No Pride" Ribar Mike "Out of Control" Howick 
- Director - Director 
m. 
TAKE A 300 
HAMBURGER BREAK 
TUESDAYS 5-8 PM 
PLEASE: 
NO special orders 
Cannot be used in 
combination 
with any other offer 
Limit: 5 
NO call-in orders 
TWO Convenient Locations: 
1050 S. MAIN STREET 
1470 E. WOOSTER STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 
Insurance bill passed 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov. Ri- 
chard Celeste signed into law 
yesterday a once-vetoed bill that 
beefs up state regulation of the 
insurance industry, but makes it 
more difficult to collect da- 
mages in civil lawsuits. 
Although the bill had been de- 
bated in the Legislature for two 
years, the governor signed it 
without ceremony and announ- 
ced the action in a prepared 
statement released by his office. 
A majority of Senate Demo- 
crats, along with consumer. 
labor and some other groups had 
asked Celeste to veto thebill on 
grounds it limited too severely 
the right of victims and workers 
to sue for damages. 
Celeste had vetoed a similar 
proposal last December, insist- 
ing on some changes that were 
included in the new bill. 
He said that "throughout the 
debate, I have maintained my 
position loud and clear: that the 
bill provide a balance between 
protection of consumer rights 
and prevention of unnecessary 
and ezorbitent costs for busi- 
ness. This bill works to achieve 
that balance." 
Unlike some of the sponsors, 
Celeste made no claim that the 
legislation will have any appre- 
ciable affect on liability insur- 
ance rates or make coverage 
easier to obtain in what has been 
a tight insurance market. 
Small businesses, in particu- 
lar, asked for the civil lawsuit 
reforms in a bid to halt spiraling 
rate increases. The insurance 
industry blamed growing num- 
bers of lawsuits, many of them 
frivolous, they said, for the 
hikes. 
Celeste noted that the bill es- 
tablishes a legislative commit- 
tee to assess what happens and 
submit its findings by December 
1989. 
Jury charges area man 
TOLEDO (AP) — A Lucas 
County grand jury yesterday in- 
dicted a suburban Oregon man 
on three counts of aggravated 
murder and one count of 
felonious assault in connection 
with four shootings in his neigh- 
borhood last week. 
James Snyder, 41, was char- 
ged with killing William Hall, 
tl\ Hall's mother-in-law, Elvira 
Berkey, 63; and Hall's brother- 
in-law, James Berkey, 41. 
County  Prosecutor  Anthony 
Pizza said Snyder would be eli- 
gible for the death penalty if he 
is convicted because there were 
"two or more purposeful kill- 
ings." 
Snyder also was indicted on a 
felonious assault charge in the 
shooting of Michelle Hall, 30, 
who was listed in serious condi- 
tion yesterday in Riverside Hos- 
pital. She was shot in the shoul- 
der during the Sept. 27 incident. 
Snyder is in Lucas County Jail 
in lieu of J750,000 bond. 
Police and witnesses said the 
shooting occurred after 
Snyder's daughter and Hall's 
son were fighting in a neighbor's 
yard. 
Witnesses said Snyder 
grabbed the Hall youth by the 
neck and shoved him in the 
direction of his home. 
The witnesses said the youth 
then complained to his parents 
that Snyder had choked him, 
and the incident set off a chain of 
events that led to the shootings. 
ACGFA CANDIDATE 
An election will be held on Tuesday. November 10, 1987, IO name four 
(4) undergraduate and one (l) graduate student as at-large members of 
the Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students who are 
interested in becoming candidates for election to ACGFA are required to 
file a statement of candidacy and petition forms which will be available 
in the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. 305 Student 
Services Building, on Thursday. October 8. 1987. Completed forms 
must be returned to that office by Friday. October 23,1987. 
Candidates may be full-time or pan-time students. Candidates must be 
registered students for the planned term of office which is the Spring 
Semester of the 1987-88 academic year. All candidates will be certified 
as to their eligibility. 
Examinations 
will be held 
Wednesday & 
Thursday 
13 ways Money Statioircan save you 
when you're out of cash. 
fc^k ( 
When you see the cafeteria menu and decide 
now is a good time for burgers and fries. 
When the final is in two hours and you 
still haven't bought the book. 
When your "Mom, please send money" letter is 
answered with "Son, please send grades." 
***43fc 
When you're camping out for concert tickets 
and realize your money didn't make the trip. 
When your car gets the hook and you 
need a fast fifty to get back on the road. 
When you've just ordered the midnight 
pizza only to discover your wallet is as 
empty as your stomach. 
When they've just posted grades and you 
want to celebrate quickly before the 
prof realizes he made a mistake. 
When your best friends call at 3 a.m. to tell you the 
campus police have invited them back to their place. 
Money Station links nearly every ATM you see, in fact, nearly every ATM in the 
state, into one network. So when you're low on cash, look for any banking 
machine with the Money Station symbol. Your card at any machine. What a lifesaver. 
Describe how yon were saved by 
Money Station and you could win a 
spring break trip to Ft. Lauderdale. 
When you find a typist who'll type your 
last minute term paper in an hour... 
if you pay in advance. 
When happy hour ends in 30 minutes 
and it's a 20 minute walk to the bank. 
£&=& 
When you're on your way to the laundry 
with six weeks worth of clothes and 
two weeks worth of change. 
RULES: The contest Is open lo lull or part time students, ages 18 and over, except 
employees of Money Station. Money Station member institutions, their agencies 
and their families Money Station will have the unrestricted right to edit, publish 
and otherwise use all entries without further consideration or payment to the 
contestant Arty entry bearing a copynght symbol or notation shall be disqualified 
as being potentialy inconsistent with these provisions A banking card from a Money 
Station member institution is not required to enter Contest void where prohibited 
First clip this coupon and fill in your name, address and telephone 
number. Then in the space provided, describe in 50 words or less the 
most unusual circumstances in which Money Station saved you when 
you were out of cash. Be creative. If you don't have one, make one 
up. Who knows, Money Station could be your ticket to the sun. 
. PHONE - 
To enter, submit your Money Station description in 50 words or less. Clearly print your name, 
address and telephone number on the entry coupon. Enter as often as you like. Each entry can 
only be entered once. And only one entry per envelope, please. 
Mall your entry to "Money Station Spring Break", RO. Box 800, Columbus. Ohio 43085 0800 
Must be received by November 15,1987. Winner win be notified by mall no later than December 31, 
1987. 
Entries will be judged on originality by an independent panel. We regret we cannot return 
contest entries. 
Winning entry will be awarded transportation to and from Ft. Lauderdale. Florida, lodging for 
seven days and six nights and $500 cash. The estimated market value of the prize is $1,920. 
Trip will correspond to institution's 1988 spring break holiday. 
-yMONBL 
'•i^i-^JV^- 
When you take enough money to get 
there, but not enough to get back. 
fat cobep-A 
When the loan from the linebacker 
is due... now. 
Illegible entries will be automatically disqualified Sponsor and its agencies are not 
responsible for lost or misdirected mail. No substitution for prizes permitted. For 
winner's name, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to "Money Station Spring 
Break Winners". PO. Box 800. Columbus.Ohio 43085 0*00 
Winner may be required to sign an affidavit of eligibility and release, winner 
responsible for any appropriate taxes. 
Sports BREWS THE BOBKATS 
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Veal, wishbone devour Falcons, 45-7 
•yJeHMcSherry 
sports editor 
TUSCON — Every so often, we are 
forced to recall some of life's unsolved 
mysteries. 
For Moe Ankney, Saturday night was 
a grim reminder. 
In the University of Arizona's 45-7 
pounding of Bowling Green this week- 
end, coach Ankney and his Falcons left 
Arizona Stadium baffled by a gridiron 
puzzler. 
El Tomey veal 
BG, now 1-4, had just been the victims 
of the Wildcat's "wisn-and-shoot" 
offense in front of 43,498 UA faithful. 
This offensive scheme features a mix of 
the wishbone, a full-house triple-option 
set, and the run-and-shoot, a predomin- 
antly passing formation. 
It was the "wish" part of the offense, 
however, that "white-washed" the Fal- 
con defense with 341 yards on the 
ground, including six touchdowns. 
"In my whole life of coaching I've 
never stopped the damned wishbone 
and we still naven't stopped the damned 
thing," Ankney said. 
The Wildcats also added another 164 
yards through the air for 505 yards total 
offense in 89 plays. BG, on the other 
hand,   was   completely   shut   down 
offensively, with a measly 110 yards 
total offense (56 yards rushing), and 
Cit six first downs the entire game. UA 
d 26 first downs and averaged 5.7 
yards per play, while BG had a 2.2 
average. 
Ankney, a UA assistant coach before 
accepting the BG post at the end of the 
1985 season, will not have fond home- 
coming memories. 
"It was a very poor performance by 
our football team," the second-year 
coach said. "I think they're a very good 
football team and they're a lot better 
than we are, but they're not that much 
better. 
"I'm disappointed in the whole fool- 
ball team, I'm disappointed in myself:. 
. everybody's got to take the blame 
from the head coach right on down to 
the managers." 
One obvious area of domination was 
the quarterback battle. Both squads 
were minus their starting signal-callers 
— BG's Rich Dackin was out withja 
sprained ankle and the Wildcat's Bobby 
Watters broke his right thumb in last Q See Wishbone, page 13. 
Tuscon trip 
'mucho' fun 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports editor Commentary 
Bowling Green will never look the same. Or for that matter, 
neither will the Midwest. 
After taking a three-day hiatus to Tuscon, Ariz., to cover the 
BG-University of Arizona football game, how could it. This mid- 
semester siesta to the beautiful Southwest will not be soon forgotten. 
Well, maybe I'm a little biased considering Arizona is the furthest 
west I've been since that "thrill-a-second journey" to the cornfields 
of Iowa eons ago. 
Whatever the case, what I saw of Tuscon was nothing less than 
impressive — the weather, city, people, and the university. 
While it was great once I arrived, the trek to Tuscon was nothing 
less than perilous. 
I left from Detroit Municipal Airport at 7 a.m. on Northwest Air- 
lines. I was somewhat leery of flying, however, since I've only been 
on a small single-engine plane before. 
And here I was, boarding a flight from hell. 
It was only a little over a month ago Northwest Flight 255 from De- 
troit en route to Arizona crashed. Luckily, the theory "lightning 
never strikes the same place twice" held true. 
After four hours of flying, we were hovering over Tuscon. I was 
amazed by the geography of this city which is situated about 80 miles 
See Tuscon, page 11. 
Volleyball team 
sweeps Flashes 
by Andy Woodard 
sports reporter 
Confidence is something 
which comes with success. 
A team with confidence is ca- 
pable of overcoming any obsta- 
cle, especially if the team is 
good. 
So. enter the 
Bowling Green 
volleyball 
team.   After 
spotting  Kent 
State a 7-0 lead 
in  the  first 
game,   the 
Falcons,  with 
an abundance 
of confidence, 
rebounded for Ellett 
a 1M, 15-10,15-3, Mid-American 
Conference win Friday night in 
Anderson Arena. 
The win ups BG's record to 
12-4 overall, 1-0 in the MAC, 
while the Golden Flashes fall to 
6-2 overall, 0-1 in the MAC. 
Falcon coach Denise Van De 
Walle said her team's slow start 
was because of serveral errors 
at the beginning of the match. 
BG hit a free ball into the net on 
the first point of the game and 
also hit its first two serves into 
the net. 
"After that the girls calmed 
down and said 'this isn't good'," 
she said. "Then we started to 
execute and steadily chipped 
away. 
"The team really never feared 
losing the match after the 
comeback." 
On the other hand, KSU coach 
Zen Golembiosky said the Fal- 
con comeback hurt his squad 
emotionally. 
"We were crusing, up 7-0, and 
it didn't even phase them," he 
said. "They didn't get upset or 
even get excited." 
In the first game, after closing 
KSU's lead to 84, BG rattled off 
five straight points. The tying 
G See Volleyball, page 10. 
BG 
wins 
Cup 
by Al Franco 
sports reporter 
BG News/Mark Thalman 
Alabama A&M's Andy Spencer (5) reacts to a ball headed by Bowling Green midfielder Craig Notarianni 
in the Falcons 20 win against the Bulldogs, Saturday. BG defeated lona, 7-0. the following day to clinch 
the Soccer Cup championship for the second-consecutive year.  
Bowling Green's soccer 
team listens well. 
When the Falcons 
defeated lona Sunday to 
clinch the Soccer Cup for 
the second consecutive 
time in I 
the tour- 
nament's 
three- 
year his- 
tory, the 
hooters 
took into 
c o n -I 
sidera- 
t i o n' 
some ad- "oyer 
vice by their coach. 
After BG let many chan- 
ces go astray in Saturday's 
2-0 victory over Alabama 
A&M, head coach Gary 
Palmisano said that he 
wanted to see more offense 
against lona. 
"I'm really not pleased 
with our attacking play," 
Palmisano said after Sat- 
urday's shutout. "It seems 
like people are just stand- 
ing around. They have to 
go to the ball; they have to 
be hungry. They have to 
want to score goals." 
Hungry? The booters 
must have been starving. 
They feasted on lona in a 
7-0 whitewash and more 
than doubled their pre- 
vious game-high total 
which had been three. BG □ See Soccer Cup, page 11. 
Linksters fourth at Spartan meet 
by Adam Camplsi 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green women's golf team overcame the poor weath- 
er conditions at the Michigan State Fall Invitational and placed 
fourth in a quality field of nine teams. 
Ohio State won the tourney with a team score of 940. Michigan St. 
and Illinois tied for 2nd, both scoring at 984. BG followed with a team 
score of 1007 on the long, difficult Forrest Akers West Course in 
Lansing, Michigan. 
Bill's Hill Thrill 
Bowling Green harriers Bob Masters (439), Scott Mercer (98) and 
Jacob Rice (444) huff and puff their way up Bill's Hill on BG's Forrest 
Creason golf course. The hill, located on the eleventh green, was 
Photo courtesy The Key/Brad Phalln 
named after William Jerome, a former University president. For more 
on the Falcon cross country teams, see page 10. 
Senior Captain Laura Broadbent, after being injured at Columbus 
last week, came back to lead the team with a score of 245 and fin- 
ished 10th overall in the 52 player field. Sophomore Ingrid Lundblad 
closely followed with a score of 246, placing her 11th in the tourney,. 
Rena Friedline showed improvement by scoring 259 and finishing in 
22nd place. Kelly Strickland shot a 264 while Gloria Holmes and 
Heidi Wright scored at 270 and 271. 
"It was a fine field and an upper-division finish is a good showing 
for our program," head coach Greg Nye said. "The players hung in 
there despite the wet and cold weather. The scores that we ended up 
with weren't representative of the way we played." 
Of the play of sophomore Rena Friedline, Nye said, "Her scores in 
the mid-80's were very good considering the wet, windy, and cold 
conditions." 
The next stop for the women golfers is Dekalb, 111. where they will 
compete in the Northern Illinois Invitational next weekend. 
Buckeyes seek 
better offense 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Touch- 
downs have been a rare and pre- 
cious commodity for the Ohio 
State University football team, 
despite its 3-0-1 record. About 
the only thing Buckeye coach 
Earle Bruce says he might do to 
shake the cobwebs out of the 
offense is to fire the offensive 
coordinator. 
But Bruce is also the offensive 
coordinator. 
"I call the plays, and I don't 
like the play-calling," Bruce 
said yesterday at his weekly 
media conference. 
Asked how the head coach 
goes about improving the play- 
calling, Bruce said, "You fire 
the offensive coordinator." 
The Buckeyes opened by scor- 
ing 24 points and three touch- 
downs against both West Vir- 
ginia (244) and Oregon (24-14), 
but have been limited to one 
touchdown in each of their last 
two games, a 13-13 tie with LSU 
and a 10-6 victory Saturday over 
Illinois in their Big Ten Confer- 
ence opener. 
Ohio State marched 80 yards 
in 17 plays with the opening 
kickoff against Illinois, then was 
stymied the rest of the game. 
"After the first drive of the 
game, which was probably our 
best drive of the year, we dicuV| 
do much consistently well on the 
offensive field," Bruce said. Quarterback Tom Tupa com- 
pleted 7 of 21 passes. 
"I think he s better than what 
I saw," Bruce said. "I think the 
offensive line is improving. But 
111 judge our quarterback next 
week after he's had another' 
game at home. ... I can wait on, 
our passing game, as long as our 
defense can hold people to less 
ihan six points." 
Bruce said he expected to 
have a difficult time with IUirw 
ois. : 
"(Illinois coach) Mike White,' 
made the statement at the Big: 
Ten preview that this was going 
to be the best defensive team htf 
had ever had, and in 1963 h£ 
went 9-0 in the Big Ten," Bruc< 
said. 
iM   Octobers, 1987 
Lady harriers 
first at Invite 
by Don Hensley 
.sports reporter 
The Bowling Green cross country teams continued their rol- 
ler coaster ride this weekend when they played host to the Mel 
'  Brodt Invitational. 
This week it was the women's turn to finish on top. They took ■ first place in the Invitational and also beat Western Michigan 
'  in a dual meet. The men's team suffered their second-straight 
MAC setback when they lost their meet against WMU, placing 
them second in the Invitational. 
The women looked as though they might be ready to rise to 
'the top if this weekend is any indication for the rest of the 
' season. The key to the women's success was how well the top 
three runners ran throughout the race. 
They were paced by senior standout Bonnie Ramsdell who 
finished the 5,000 meter course in a time of 18:05. Right behind 
Ramsdell was senior Kathy Kubicki and sophomore Mary 
Louise Zurbach. 
Kubicki finished fourth with a time of 18:32 while Zurbach 
ran her best race of the season when she finished sixth with a 
time of 18:42. The key to the ladies success was the way they 
carried out coach Sid Sinks' pre-game instructions. 
"I wanted them to run a slowlirst mile, and then gradually 
. pick up the pace as the race went on," said Sink. "They did an 
excellent job of executing the game plan." 
With the Ohio Intercollegiate meet coming up this weekend, 
the women seem ready to make a name for themselves. Sink 
see's this week as a chance for the women to run their best race 
of the season. 
"We are ready to run our best races of the year," said Sink. 
"We just need some of the lower runners to move up and close 
thegap between three and four." 
The women won the Invitational with a score of 37. Rounding 
out the field was Central Michigan 62, Detroit 69, Western Mi- 
chigan 76, Loyolla 116, and Eastern Illinois 167. 
The men, however, weren't quite as successful this weekend. 
They finished second behind Western Michigan's 18 points with 
a score of 51. Ohio State rounded out the field with a score of 60 
points. 
'.' Leading the way for the men was junior John Hickman who 
finished sixth with a time of 25:46. Senior Brock Merriam aided 
the Falcon cause by finishing ninth with a time of 25:57. These 
were the only runners on the team that could break the top ten. 
Senior co-captain Todd Nichols ran an inspiring race in fin- 
Iishing 13th with a time of 26:31. He is suffering from a foot in- 
ury that will need an operation after the season. With these 
actors considered, he still ran the grueling five-mile course in 
order to provide the leadership that has been lacking since his 
injury. 
Although the men were beaten soundly, there was still 
' reason for optimism. They all improved their individual times 
' since they last raced here on Sept. 11. 
I ■ Wash & Cut $7 (with this ad) 
offer expires Oct. 31, 1987 
I 
I 
k. 
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Hair Fashions 
OPEN 8 TO 6 • WALK-INS WELCOME 
124 W. Wooster. B.G. 
Volleyball  
D Continued from page 9. 
and go-ahead points came on 
kills by setter Linda Popovich, 
who faked a set and dinked the 
ball into the middle of the KSU 
court. 
Van De Walle said she talked 
to her about setting and dinking 
more intelligently. 
Popovich, who had seven kills 
and one error in 11 attempts for 
a .545 hitting percentage, said 
she credits the coach's words for 
her improved game. 
"What she said helped a lot," 
Popovich, who also had 31 as- 
sists, said. "It brought to my at- 
tention what I was doing wrong 
and I changed it." 
With Popovich passing out so 
many balls, the Falcon hitters 
could only feast on the kill op- 
portunities. 
Van De Walle said middle 
blocker Kelley Ellett played as 
well, if not better, than she has 
in the past few games. 
Ellett had seven kills and only 
one error in 18 attempts for a 
.333 percentage. She made five 
digs and also had three service 
aces. 
"She connected with Linda a 
few times and she was jumping 
and swinging good," the coach 
said. "There was no way (KSU) 
was going to block or dig any of 
her snots." 
Also, Van De Walle said out- 
side hitter Jennifer Russell 
played a good game at the net, 
where she was very aggressive. 
Russell said her overall ag- 
gressive play could be attri- 
buted to the confidence she now 
has. 
"I realize everybody makes 
mistakes," she said. "When I 
make a mistake I forget about it 
and move on the next play." 
Nonetheless, the Falcon hit- 
ting could not have done as well 
if the back row passing was not 
good. 
Usually, outside hitter Jo 
Lynn Williamson is known for 
her powerful spikes. She re- 
gistered 16 kills and one error in 
26 attempts for a .577 percentage 
and also made 12 digs against 
KSU. 
However, in the game Van De 
Walle said Williamson's passing 
was what stood out. 
"She had an exceptional pass- 
ing game," Van De Walle said. 
"Every pass was right on the 
money." 
BG News/Rob Upton 
Bowling Green's Kelley Ellett (8) attempts to dink the ball over the outstretched arms of Kent State's Kim Moss. 
Ellett finished the match with seven kills, three service aces and a .333 hitting percentage as the Falcons dow- 
ned the Flashes 15-8, 15-10. 15-3 Friday night in Anderson Arena. 
Statistically, BG hit a percen- 
tage of .327 (44 kills and 10 er- 
rors in 104 attempts), while KSU 
managed only a .149 percentage 
(32 kills and 18 errors in 94 at- 
tempts). 
The Falcons also outdug KSU 
36-34. 
Nevertheless, Ellett said the 
fact the Golden Flashes were a 
young team probably hurt them 
the most. 
"They were easily flustered, 
especially when we would cele- 
brate after a point," she said. 
"...We seemed to really over- 
power them in that way. 
ODD 
Tonight BG hosts Cleveland 
State at 7 p.m. in Anderson 
Arena. 
The Vikings, who are 5-14, are 
very young. They do not have a 
senior on their squad. 
CSU coach Mary Motley said 
her team will have to serve well 
and hit into the open court in or- 
der to stay in the match. 
Nonetheless, Russell said the 
Falcons will do nothing 
different. 
"It's not a conference game, 
but we can't take them lightly," 
she said. "We have to go get 'em 
and get it over with in three.'' 
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Tuesday:  VIPS All American Male Competition 
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1987 SHOW STARTS AT 7:30 p.m. ANDERSON ARENA 
Reserved Mat* $11.00 BGSU Student* 
Tickets go on sale September 30th at the Student Services Forum from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Limit Of 3 tickets per student with valid BGSU I.D. 
* Students may charge tickets to BGSU Bursar accounts 
Reserved seats $14.00 General Public ( on sale October 1 ) 
OPENING ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED 
Tickets available October 1 at Union Ticket Office, Finders, Boogie Records. Abbey Road, and the Shed. 
No food, beverages, smoking, recording devices or cameras allowed In Anderson Arena. 
irs, 
One Price! 
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of 
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our 
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated 
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses. 
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals 
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye 
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover 
only one pair of glasses. 
Single Vision Bifocals $7988     $||988 
For Both Pairs For Both Pairs 
One day service for most prescriptions with 
experienced Opticians at your service. 
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money. 
Burlington Optical 
1955 S.Reynolds       3153 W. Sytvanla     StSrrtfe 
382-2020 472-1113 352-2533 
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Soccer Cup  
Q Continued from page 9. 
outshot the Gaels 27-2 as they came away with 
its ninth victory against two losses. 
Freshman forward Kyle Royer paced the 
Falcon attack Sunday with a goal and three as- 
sists for five points. Kevin McGrath, Mike Anti- 
coli, and John Nekic each had four points in the 
outing. McGrath and Nekic had two goals 
apiece. 
McGrath started the scoring onslaught at 
24:49 of the first half. He picked up a pass from 
Royer and booted a hard drive into the upper 
left-hand corner by Iona goalkeeper Steve Per- 
ciballi. Royer took the Falcon scoring duties 
into his own hands as he booted the ball by Per- 
ciballi two minutes later despite mass confu- 
sion in front of the Iona net. 
Royer set up the next two BG goals with as- 
sists. Larry Valbuena scored at 28:56, and Ke- 
vin McGrath scored his second goal of the 
contest a minute later. 
Royer's five-point game put him ahead of 
Tom Kasten (11 points) as BG's leading scorer 
with 12 points. Royer said he believes the 
team's scoring is starting to come around. 
"We moved the ball around much better and 
were able to put it in the back of the net," Royer 
said. "We've had a lot of opportunities in past 
games, but didn't do anything with them. May 
be this will change things." 
Sophomore John Nekic picked up his first 
Soalln a Falcon uniform at 40:03 of the first half 
) give BG a 5-0 lead. He receiveed a crisp 
crossing pass from backer John Felton and 
made no mistake putting it by Perciballi. The 
half ended in a M BG lead. 
BG scored two more goals in the second half. 
Mike Anticoli headed in a deflection off Dave 
Szydlik's corner kick at 69:55 to give BG a 6-0 
lead. John Nekic scored his second goal and the 
final tally of the game at 76:18 when Anticoli re- 
turned the favor. Nekic passed the ball to Anti- 
coli who in turn gave it right back on a give-and- 
go play as Nekic beat Iona's relief goalie, Do- 
minic Michelli. BG goalkeeper Nat Leavens re- 
Elaced Falcon starter Mickey Loescher at 72:41 
i share the shutout. 
Loescher didn't need any help on Saturday as 
he turned away five shots in BG's 2-0 victory 
over Alabama A&M. BG has now shut out oppo- 
nents six times in eleven games as Loescher 
has been in goal for five and three-fourths' of 
these. 
In Saturday's game, the offense wasn't 
nearly as explosive as it was on Sunday, but 
they did what they've been doing all season — 
scoring enough to win. 
The score was tied 0-0 at halftime, but the 
Falcons came out aggressively in the second 
half and scored on their opportunities. BG's 
first tally came at 66:56 when backer Brian 
Cook lofted a 45-yard kick that came down be- 
tween Anticoli and Alabama goalie Thomas 
Pruette. Anticoli out-Jumped Pruette and was 
able to head it in the net. 
McGrath closed the scoring minutes later 
when he corraled a rebound shot by Tom 
Kasten and booted into the empty net. Royer 
passed the ball to Kasten who took the shot. 
Pruette dove and made the save, but the re- 
bound went right to McGrath on the open side of 
the net. 
BG and Ohio State were both undefeated after 
the two games, but BG captured the Cup be- 
cause of the scoring differential. OSU defeated 
Iona 2-1 and Alabama A&M 2-1 for a plus-two 
goals scored-goals against ratio. BG had a plus- 
nine ratio in its two shutouts. 
St. Charles Prep (Columbus) won BG's first 
high school "Soccer Cup" after defeating St. 
Benedict's (New Jersey) Sunday, 2-1. 
Tuscpn  
D Continued from page 9. 
from the Mexican border in the 
middle of the state. Surrounded 
by beautiful mountains was this 
flatland city of dirt. That's right, 
dirt. 
I've never gained an apprecia- 
tion of grass until I witnessed 
the dryness of Arizona. Houses, 
which were all single-story, had 
barren yards. Apparently, the 
UA campus boasts the most 
green in the city. 
But something Tuscon has 
that Bowling Green can never 
claim is weather. While gale- 
like winds were blowing across 
northwest Ohio Friday, I was 
poolside soaking up 90-degree 
sunshine minus the humidity. 
Humidity is a virtually a non- 
existent entity in this city so the 
only complaint Tuscon residents 
have is that there is not a nearby 
ocean. Otherwise, this is a city just one short step from Para- 
dise. 
The residents of this city are 
also something else. These are 
the beautiful people. Fitness and 
suntans are the norm in Tuscon 
and residents appear to be a hy- 
brid of the bronzed George Ha- 
milton and fitness fanatic Jane 
Fonda. Obesity is as hard to find 
as green lawns, and fair com- 
plected people are as rare as 
snow. 
Maybe these people are per- 
fect humans because they are 
recruited from the other 49 
states. I met UA students from 
New Jersey, Michigan, Seattle, 
Chicago, and Palos Verdes, but 
not-one was from Tuscon or even 
Arizona. 
And where else should the 
beautiful ones live than in the 
beautiful city. Smog and busy 
city streets are nowhere to be 
found. Traffic is minimal and I 
had the feeling crowds are not 
stylish. Besides the grassless 
yards, Tuscon is so clean, the 
Tidy Bowl Man could find no 
wrong here. 
Palm trees and beautiful but 
deadly cactus, as a companion 
of mine discovered during a pic- 
ture taking session, also predo- 
minate the scenery of the citv. 
And the watering holes in Tus- 
con are a far cry from Howard'- 
s. I was advised Dirtbag 's was a 
great college bar. I went expect- 
ing a somewhat less than re- 
served crowd, but I never made 
it past the parking lot where 
there were Corvettes, Porches, 
and 280 ZXs parked everywhere. 
But that's O.K., BG has Yup- 
pies. 
I also attended a huge on- 
campus party that resembled 
your basic Florida Spring Break 
blowout — pure pandemonium 
and people dancing everywhere. 
The locale of the city is another 
big plus. It's just an hour drive 
to the border where one can en- joy the Mexican city of Nogales. 
Now, here is fun at the rate of 
a dollar a minute. You've dot 
little kids begging for a quarter 
and merchants making deals 
Monty Hall couldn't muster. 
"Senor, I'll tell you what. You 
like this blanket so much, I no 
charge you twenty dollars.; I 
give it to you for seven dollars.?' 
What a deal! You go away 
feeling as if you've ripped off a 
poor Mexican merchant, but 
logic tells you different. Barter- 
ing with the locals can be a real 
lesson in economics. While you 
may have paid only seven dol- 
lars, the exchange rate of dol- 
lars to pesos can make that poor 
Mexican richer than Charo. 
They sell everything imagina- 
ble: jewelry, pottery, blankets, 
clothes, tequila, and anything 
Americans will buy. 
One local even tried to sell my 
amigos a box of live rats. Yes, 
creepy, crawly, nasty, 10-inch 
long rats. Now. we had no use 
for these little tellers, but these 
merchants made it seem like 
such a good deal, you started to 
think a nice fat rat may have 
been a great souvenir after all. 
But the biggest sell of the 
weekend was the sale Tuscon 
made on me. If it were up to me, 
BG would schedule UA every 
year. Or better yet, is there any 
chance BG could join the Pacific 
Athletic Conference? 
Wishbone  
□ Continued from page 9. 
week's 34-24 loss to UCLA. 
So in came the backups. BG used 
senior Eric Smith who ended up with 
nine completions in 22 attempts for 54 
yards. 
Leading the UA wishbone attack was 
freshman red-shirt Ronald Veal. This 
5-10, 197 pounder was no lamb, 
however. He was a wolf in a sheep's 
Veal not only had a solid performance 
in his first collegiate start, he set a new 
Wildcat quarterback record by running 
for 134 yards on 23 carries. His effort 
eclipsed the old UA record of 121 yards 
set by Jim Krohn in 1978. He also com- 
pleted nine of 15 pass attempts for 164 
yards. 
"He is a player of great ability," 
Widcat coach Dick Tomey said. "I think 
it was a real good first performance for 
him, but it wasn't unexpected. 
"He's just a good athlete. He has 
poise beyond his years." 
Ankney was also impressed, but no) 
surprised. 
(Veal) didn't surprise me, but I was 
surprised we let him run so much," he 
said. "He was a good runner, but a lot of 
times we din't even touch him." 
With a series of quick, jab-stepping 
fakes, i.e. Veal cutlets, BG's defenders 
were grabbing air most of the night. 
The BG defense tried adapting to the 
wishbone by utilizing their "Charger" 
defense. This defense had an extra de- 
fensive back (five) who could take the 
quarterback on the option and allowed 
BG to play a two-deep pass coverage in- 
stead of three-deep. 
But nothing went right for BG from 
the start. 
Reggie Thornton, the Falcons' deep 
man, tumbled the opening kickoff, but 
recovered it the BG six. The Falcons 
quickly punted, but after getting the 
ball back, BG punter Mark Bongers 
was set to punt again from his own 15. 
Bongers took the snap and promptly 
had a slew of navy blue jerseys around 
him. The punt was partially blocked 
and sailed a miniscule 4 yards. 
"It (the punt block) didn't surprise 
me because Arizona has been doing that 
for a long time," said Ankney, who used 
to mastermind the art of UA punt block- 
ing. "We expected them to come after 
us. Our punter may have took a little 
long, but it might have still been 
blocked." Four running plays later, UA 
was in the endzone on a three-yard run 
by Darryl Lewis. At the end of the open- 
ing quarter, it was 7-0, but BG had yet to 
register a first down. 
A Smith interception by linebacker 
Boomer Gibson in the first quarter set 
up another Wildcat score. UA had to go 
only 23 yards for a TD, which was cap- 
ped by Veal's one-yard keeper making 
it 14-0 with 14:00 left in the half. 
The next Wildcat score actually took 
a drive. UA went 72 yards in 12 plays 
behind Veal and another freshman QB 
Jeff Hammerschmidt, who had been 
switched from strong safety last week. 
Hammerschmidt had 65 yards rushing 
on 12 carries in the game. Veal ran two 
yards off-guard to make it 21-0 with 7:31 
left in the hau. 
UA then went 54 yards in nine plays to 
set up a 39-yard field goal by Gary Cos- 
ton to making it 244. It was the last 
score of a half in which the Falcons 
managed only two first downs and had 
only 55 yards total offense. The second 
half was more of the same. 
"It's gratifying to see them play the 
way the way they did tonight, Tomey 
said." We did everything we could to put 
them away. They are a determined 
football team. It was very important 
when we had them down, that we could 
put them away." 
Arizona wasted no time in doing iust 
that. They took the second half kickoff 
and drove 92 yards in nine plays to 
make it 31-0 at 10:40. The seven-yard 
run by Veal was his third TD. Two pos- 
sesions later, it was 38-0 after another 
nine-play, 51-yard drive capped by Art 
Greathouse's one yard endzone endea- 
vor. 
BG was given the opportunity to score 
early in the fourth period after BG's 
Derrick Can- fell on a Veal fumble on 
the UA 25. Smith, however, through an 
interception two plays later to safety 
Chuck Cecil. 
The only Falcon score was set up by 
Ray Redd's 25-yard punt return to the 
UA 27. After an encroachment penalty 
on Jason Zeller's missed 39-yard field 
goal, BG took iust four plays to get on 
the scoreboard. Smith through a four- 
yard alley-oop to Thornton which 
caused even the UA fans to cheer. 
The final score of the game occurred 
after Redd fumbled a punt on his own 
28. After Veal ran 25 yards on the first 
play, Reggie McGill went the next three 
yards over left tackle for the TD with 
6:31 remaining. 
Despite the loss, Ankney remains op- 
timistic about Saturday's game against 
Ohio University and the rest of the 
season. 
"It won't be difficult to come back," 
he said. "We'll do it. Our players ate 
resilient and we'll work hard. 
"I don't think there's any problem 
with those kids coming back and beat- 
ing Ohio U. 
Two great ways to cruise through the semester. 
The hand on the left is poised on what could be the most 
essential part of your education. 
A Macintosh' computer. 
And the hand on the right is gripping pure, simple, 
unadulterated fun. 
A Honda Scooter. One we're giving away. 
All you have to do for a chance to drive it away is \isit 
your campus computer center and Fill out an entry form. While 
you're there, take a Macintosh for a test drive. 
Because Macintosh can help you write term papers, 
categorize elements of the periodic table, plot the rise and fall 
of pork-belly prices, compile computer code, and talk to other 
computers. 
And the first 250 people on campus who get behind a 
mouse, so to speak, will receive a free Apple* memo board 
So head over to your campus computer center today. 
And ask about our Student Financing Program. 
Who knows? \bu may soon find yourself cruising a little 
farther than vou expected. 
fk. Test drive a Macintosh. You may ride away on a I londa Scooter. 
s 
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Classifieds 12   October 6,1987 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
ON CAMPUS   RECRUITING SCHEDULE FOB 
THE 
WEEKS OF OCT. 10 A OCT. M. 1M7 
Pncwnant MMh No 2. Ocl  7 1987 
SCHEDULING ON CAMPUS INTERVIEW 
APFONTMEENTS 
Th« ftrsl day ol sign-up* lor InNHvWwt during. 
the period ol October 19 through October 30. 
1987 ws.be held on Wednesday. October 7 at 
4 PM In the Lenhwt Ballroom ol the University 
Union There wM not be Education slgn-upa for 
thia period due to no Schools scedusng 
recruiting dates Al registrants must have a Finjt 
Choice Interview Card to participate in the Aral 
day of tign-upe After the first day. students and 
alumni-ae may sign-up tor interview* from 8 AM 
to 5 PM at the University Placemen! Service*. 
380 Student Service* Building 
A Credential Form must be submitted tor each 
Interview scheduled at the time ol sign-up 
CANCELLATION    OF    INTERVIEW 
APPOINTMENTS 
Cancellation ol an interview must be reported in 
person to the University Placement Service* no 
later than 5 00 PM on the Wednesday (one 
week) loaowmg the corresponding Interview 
Sign-Up Day Cancellations alter this time wiU 
be consrtJerred • no-show Vou are encouraged 
to ce/efuty consider employers before signing 
up for Interviews 
NO SHOW POUCY 
Failure to appear lor a scheduled interview or 
violation ol the cancellation policy wi result in 
immediate suspension ot your signup 
privileges lor the next recruiting period It you 
dkJ not honor your scheduled interview, you are 
required to send a letter of apology to the 
employer for missing the interview, lie a copy 
ol this latter with the University Placement Ser- 
vice*, and meet with a placement counselor 
before scheduling any additional interviews 
Any student who "no-shows" twice w* be 
denied interviewing privileges for the remainder 
of the academic veer 
•"" NOTICE '"" 
SpoHght Presentations offer valuable informa- 
tion about career paths, detailed position 
responsMeties and organizational philosophy 
Al student scheduling interviews are strongly 
encouraged to attend appropriate spotlights 
Spotsghl Presentations are usually held In the 
University Placement Services recruiter lounge 
at 7 PM To enter the Student Services Building 
in the everwig. please use the patio entrance 
There are important services available to you at 
the University Placement Services Please note 
that not al organizations and companies regular - 
ly recruit on college campuses The hat below 
genersty reflects the high demand areas in the 
wotd of work Don't become discouraged if 
your career field is not requested To assist you 
in conducting an assertive |ob search, the 
University Placement Services provtces career 
and placement counseling, credential services. 
job search workshop*, professional develop 
ment seminars, career fairs and an alumm 
Falcon Network Our excellent Career 
Resource Library offers you career and 
employer information and current fob vacancies 
*i ALL career fields Placement Counselors 
directly refer regrstered students to employers 
in their desired career fields Insure your ac- 
cess to these services by registering with the 
University Placement Services in your final year 
at Bowling Green State University 
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW DATES; 
MONDAY. OCTOBER 19 
Bank One Dayton NA 
Brown Derby Restaurant 
HIHs Dept   Store* 
Unisys Corporation 
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 20 
At/Iron 
Bristol-Myers USPNG 
Ernst 4 WMnney 
Loraln City Schools 
Northwesl Mutual LHe 
Parfcar Hannifin Corp. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21 
■VF. Goodrtcn 
Defense Contract Audit Agency 
Detortle. Raskins * Sells 
MMjy 
I OF   01... Co. 
The Net! Co. 
US Air Fore* 
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 22 
Arthur AndorMn I Co. 
Crow, OMMk I Co. 
Ford Motor Co. 
Merlon laboratories 
Yellow Freight 
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 23 
Crowe. Chlrek * Co. 
Friendly lc« Cream 
QTE Wootom OMolon 
National city Bank 
Ruaaall Stovor Candy 
Su.la. Casuals 
Tallow f-relghl 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28 
Creskey, Hoatotlor 4 Mapoa 
Piy CPA Services 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27 
Aratox Sorrlcoa 
Arthur Young 4 Co. 
Boy Seoul, ol Amarlea 
Coopora A Lybrand 
Qanaral Dynamic. 
Ooodyaar Tka A Rubbar Co. 
Intarnal Ravanua Sorvlcoa 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21 
Aratai Sanrleaa 
Fisher Bio Whaal 
Qanaral Dynamic. 
Ooodyaar lira A Rubbar Co. 
Lever Brothara 
Ouakar Oat. Company 
Ruaa Barrkt A Co. 
Unltad Taiaphona Co. ol Ohio 
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 29 
EXPLORING   PLACEMENT   OPPORTUNITIES 
CAREER FAIR: 
3:30-6:30 PM, Lanhart Ballroom 
University Union 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30 
MMQM 
CamlKidga Undarwrltara 
Chemical Ab.tract. Service 
Eastman Kodak Company 
J.C. Pannay Co. 
Joseph Homo Company 
Parlalan, Inc. 
TPC WI.. A C.bl. 
WaitlkOd Companies 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
'ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS- 
OS E A   MEETING 
Tuesday. Oct. 6 
8 00 PM 115 Education 
AMA CAREER AWARENESS WEEK 
Oct   Sth - 8th 
Mon Ocl 5 ■ Advertising 
Ken Lauerof Irom 
Lauarer. MarMn. Qibbs Inc 
7:30 McFaJ Cenler 
Tuea Oct. 6 ■ Research 
Carta Aukerl Irom NFO Research Inc 
730 Stale Room ■ Unron 
Wad Ocl 7 • Marketing 
Tom Brundaga Irom CompuServe 
7.30 State Room - Union 
Thurs Oct 6 - Sales 
Jack Grove Irom Marathon ON Co 
7.30 Stale Room ■ Union 
AMA CAREER AWARENESS WEEK 
Topic   Research 
Carta Aukett Irom NFO Research 
Tues Ocl 8-7 30 PM 
Slate Room-Union 
Attention  Bowling  Green Public  Relations 
Organization 
Don't forget our general meeting, tonight at 
8:00 in rm   107 Manna  We'll be forming our 
committees and getting down lo business  Al 
Journalism and prefournalism majors welcome1 
m woodland moll BSKG 
cinema Phone NO 354-0558 
FATAL 
ATTRACTION 
SAT/SUN 1:00 3:25 
EVE 645 9:15 
-
: 
THE 
PRINCIPAL 
SAT/SUN 1 15 3 20 
EVE 6 50 9 20 
PG-  13 
LIKE FATHER - 
LIKE SON 
SAT/SUN 1 10 3:35 
EVE 7:05 930 
PG-13 
BIG SHOTS 
SAT/SUN 1 20 3 30 
EVE 7 15 9:35 
R 
HELLRAISER 
SAT/SUN 1 00 3 15 
EVE 7 00 o 45 
SKI COLORADO 
*********** 
,sS. STEAMBOAT 88' 
,*••      *********** 
JANUARY 2 - 10 
School of HPER - PEG Credit hour! 
MEET Thursday Oct. 8 9p.m. 
200 MEMORIAL HALL 
Bob Conibear 372-8249 
COME JOIN THE FUN 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
DEAN'S ADVISORY COUNCIL 
FIRST MEETING 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7 
3:10 PM 372 BA 
Desperately Seeking1 
Omega Phi Alpha. National Service Sorority ra 
desperately seeking an advisor for Fall 
semester Any 'emate faculty member who 
would bo interested pleese contact Maria or 
Wendy al 3544124 We need YOU! 
EIQ MEETING 
The   Environmental   Interest   Group   writ   be 
meeting Wednesday. Ocl   7.   7 00 PM-127 
Hayes 
Come and kMn ual 
F.M.A. Masting Wed Oct 7. 8 00 PM McFal 
Center. Quest speaker-Sue Doddenhotf-The 
Limned Corporote Office 
HAPPY HOURS AT POLLYEYES 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
Have an import on IBA 
Wednesday. October 7th 7 30-9:00 
The World ol Business rs Your flaarnsa. 
Interior Design Melon 
Warn to team more about Residential Interiors 
and what the NCIDO is all about? It so. ASIO in. 
vites you to come hear Lisa Lommerse. Profes- 
sional ASio Member, speak on Tuesday. Oc- 
tober 6 at 7 00 PM In the Living Center, located 
In me Home Ec building 
'Don't forget lo bring your best ideas lor the 
sweatshirts Remember, the winner gets theirs 
tree 
International Relations Organization wil meet 
Tuesday October 6 al 7 00 PM in room 200 
Hayea. I.R.O. promotes social, cultural, and 
political interaction between end among 
students, faculty, and staff who are interested 
m international events and issues 
JAPANESE CLUB 
Come and experience the Japanese tea 
ceremony ritual as demonstrated by Mrs Akiko 
Jones, ol the Asian Languages Department 
Everyone is encouraged lo attend on Wednes- 
day October 7 m Room 89 ol McDonald (Near 
Towers Inn), at 8.30 PM 
Russian Club Meeting 
Oct 6 at 8 00 
Mc89 
Help plan activities lor the 
Year and see a Russian Cartoon! 
Squash Club Informational Meeting 
Tuesday. Oct   13 
lor   more   rnlo    please   call   Bryan   Tipple 
372-4746 or Fred Leelch 352-4540 
TEST PREPARATION-NOTE-TAKtNQ 
"Time Saver I Tips for Taking Notes" 
October 7 - 3 30 to 4.30 p m  or 
October 8 - 4 00 to 5:00 p m 
Location 213Moseley Hal-Study Skis Ctr 
REGISTRATION IS LIMITED CALL 372 8840 
Tlie FALL EDITION ol the 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORY. 
listing over 125 registered student 
dubs, groups a organizations. 
is now available in 405 Student ServicesG 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND Set ol e keys on "Shakespeare's 
Tavern" key ring. Found near Cannel 27-TV sta- 
tion Claim at Channel 27-TV fronl desk 
LOST GUCCI WATCH ON 9-26 
NEAR BGSU STADIUM 
REWARO CALL 874-1362 
LOST GOLD OUARTZ WATCH WITH 
DIAMOND-SENTIMENTAL VALUE! CALL 
SHAVELTA 354-2324 
LOST   GOLD HERRINGBONE BRACELET ON 
SEPT    23RD    ON  CLASP   THERE   IS   AN 
ENGRAVED   HEART   WHTH    INITIALS     IF 
FOUND. PLEASE RETUF.N CALL 353-2563 
REWARD 
RIDES 
Ride needed to Buffalo NY or anywhere near on 
Fn Oct 9 Wil pay tor gas Friendly company. 
PLEASE cal Dak) 3723375 
RIDE NEEDED to Mr Pleasant. Mi IC M U I Ocl 
11th. 23rdor31sl W4 pay gas Pleasecasjm 
372-1548 
SERVICES OFFERED 
ABORTION 
Morning alter treatment 
Personal & Private 
Cenler lor Choice II 
Toledo 419-255-7789 
Improve your rale ol reading 
Double-triple you present rste while increasing 
comprehension 
EDCI 101   Speed Reading 
2:30-4 00 T A R 
2 hre. academic credit 
PACKAGING 
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE? 
For al your shipping needs 
Federal Entrees ' UPS. 
A-Z Data Center ' 352 6042 
TYPING SERVICES for al Types of papers using 
Xerox Memorywnter  352-3987 from 8 AM to 
9 PM  
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
2 700 Monroe St , Toledo Oiler in g 
gynecological services A pregnancy term nation 
by licensed physician including prenatal 
obstetnea. pregnancy testing. Pap teat (lor car- 
vical cancer). VD screening, birth control Into.. 
Tuba) Ugalton. termination ot pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (special rates lor studenta ) 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
PERSONALS 
Congratulations on becoming 
Unity chairperson for NMPC' 
Proud to be a PI Phil 
""RICKBEECHY"" 
JUST WANTED TO KNOW IF CUJO KEPT YOU 
ON TOP OF ANY SILVER BOATS UKE TODOS 
THIS WEEKEND?" 
—Qotch 'ya 
•••RUSH"- 
•••ZETA PHI BETA-" 
Formal Rush 
TONIGHT 
9:00-10.30 
mthe Amanl 
Semi-Formal Athre 
•"ZETA PHI BETA"' 
-ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS" 
O.S.E.A. MEETING 
Tues. Oct. e 
■:0OPM 115 Education 
•GINGER- 
Congratulations on your Alpha Cht Omega Beta 
Theta Phi (OSU) kvveJlsring to Rod 
You're the greatest!1 
Love, 
Your Carme Little 
ADOPTION couple happrty married 8 yrs with 
much love A security wishes lo adopt white 
newborn Al expenses paid, confidential cal 
coaecl 914-621   1152 
ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY MARRIED 8 
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE AND SECURITY TO 
OFFER WISHESSTO ADOPT WHITE 
NEWBORN ALL EXPENSES PAID. CON- 
FIDENTIAL CALL COLLECT 914-821-1152 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA PLEDGES 
Keep up the good work 
We love you1 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA PLEDGES 
ALPHA CHIS, 
tl   MORE    0AYS    TIL     "MONSTER   MASH 
HALLOWEEE BASH"! GET PSYCHED! GRAB 
THOSE OATESIC 
Attention BETH BARD 
U2 look out1 Thia is the day 
Wei drink and party all the way1 
Cleveland Stadium is our destination 
And Bono Is our fasclnstton 
Our wal grouping's great but one thing s left 
out. 
The ticket stubs Irom tonight when we dance. 
scream and pass out1 
Two weeks ago in our drunken stupor this was 
only s dream. 
But todey has come and reality is 
We're going lo see Bono and scream" 
Love, your favorite roomie! Jennie 
Attention!! Deadheads. Qonzos anad other 
Cranes Interested In starting a Fraternal 
group on campus, call Mlka at 353-7011 
ATTN COMMUTERS Anyone who witnessed 8 
red pick-up hitting a white Ford Escort at 11 25 
AM on Monday, Sept 28 in commuter lot No 4. 
PLEASE cal Jane at 372-2028. or evenings 
385-5102 
BIG MISTY CARTWRK3HT 
To an awesome Big1 Thanks for being such a 
greet friend Gel ready lor lots ol good limes 
I'm glad you're my Big' 
Love You. 
If Judy 
CHRISTY SELLERS 
ARE YOU CURIOUS AS TO WHO I AM? 
WELL, AS BIO AND LITTLE WE WILL JAM! 
CRAIG. 
CONGRAULATIONS ON BEING CHOSEN ON 
OF   THE   OUTSTANDING   YOUNG   MEN   OF 
AMERICA! I ALWAYS KNEW YOU COULD DO 
IT 
LOVE. DAWN 
Dave No 94 
1*1 be your offense anytime I'd Ike to improve 
US—Canadian Relations 
. Love, your Good Wil Ambassador 
EVERY WEDNESDAY AT DOWNTOWN 
MUSIC > LAUGHTER 
WITH KENNY REEVES 
NO COVER 
Mia*. Meeting Wed Oct 7. 8 00 PM McFal 
Center. Guest Speaker Sue Doddenholf 
TheOUmrled Corporate Office 
0REEK LETTER DAY 
GREEK LETTER 0AY 
0REEK LETTER DAY 
Tomorrow 
Show the B.O.S U. 
Faculty al your Greek 
Pride and wear your letters 
B.Q. GREEK PRIDE 
HAPPY "21ST" BIRTHDAY 
MATT 
LOVE YOU ALWAYS, COLLEEN 
Have YOU heard about the PSE opportunity? 
The Selling and Sales Mgmt. Club la going 
NATIONAL The next meeting la Sept. 30. 7-9 
PM In McFal Center Al majors welcome! Hap 
py Hours?? 
HOLLY 
You're the best friend 
to laugh with! 
Thanks lor el your heap' 
Your 004 slater. 
Love. Beth 
Needed One female roommate  215 Manvtte 
Cal 3544087 or (216) 365-6492 
Roommate needed immedlelely-Cloee to cam- 
pus, reasonable Cal 354-7204 
WANTED 
Wanted:  1  Female roommate to share apart- 
ment very dose lo campus Cal 354-4432 
HELP WANTED 
ACTrVTTIES DIRECTOR NEEDED 
NOW INTERVIEING for the summer of 1988! 
Need a summer |ob? Why wall hi the last 
mxxrte1? Wei. then, aa Yogi Bear says. "Hey. 
Hey-ITa your kicky day!" 
Our campground. Yogi Bear 3 Jettystone Camp 
Resort. Is looking for 2 creative outgomg In- 
divlduela to coordinate and direct activities lor a 
fanwy camping resort LOCATION Aurora. Ohio 
5 miles form See World of Ohio end Oesugs 
Lake Park 
Coeege Jr. or Sr level preterrd 
Experience preferred but not a must. 
Living (acuities provided, 
n interested, send resume to Jeflystone Camp 
Resort 3392 SR 82. Mantua, Ohio 44255 
AU-PAIRS UNLIMITED needs Mother's 
helpers. Earn salary plus fres room and board 
■nth families In Northern N.J. and Metro NYC 
Aree. One yeer commitment. Immedlele 
placement, no fsse, call 201-070-7511. 
Jenny Cobb 
Congratulations on going active and Happy B- 
doy!i We are ao proud ol you!' 
Love. Tracy. Coda and Atexa 
OX PRODUCTIONS 
DJ'S AND TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY 
REASONABLE RATES-WILL TRAVEL 
CALL TIM 354-4031 
PUNKY BREWSTER AN0 ELVIRA LUOMA 
Thank   you   for   such  a  wonderful  time   at 
Homecoming  Hope you caught a good buzz 
and erxoyed the time in the pool Sorry about 
smsahlng your Mum and always remember 
"Handcuffs Can Be Fun" 
Lovs. 
Lester and Lips 
Stephanie Rowe 
Happy 21 al! 
Are you reedy lor those Stammers? 
Love, your Phi Mu ais 
Ken 
SUN0ANCE 
Seven & Sevens 
$1 50 
SUNDANCE 
Zucchini Sticks 
S3.45 
Tim Collins 
Congratulations on being chosen Kappa Sigma 
"Model  Active"  and  "Grand  Master  of  the 
Yeer" I'm so proud ol my big brother' 
Love. Anns 
To my littles- ShSrvawn and Traci. 
You two are the greetest! I don! know what I'd 
do without you two1 Thanks lor being there to 
pick me up when I am down FDZ love A bun- 
ches of mine 
Janice 
TO OUR BUDDIES OF DUNBAR FIRST FLOOR 
HIGHS 
WENDY, SHERRY, WINNI. BARB. LORI. RAM, 
SUE, JULIE. HERE'S TO A GREAT YEAR! WE 
LOVE YOU" 
LOVE-BETS A JAN 
PS HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHERRY' 
UAA EXTERN EXPERIENCE 
Gel your application now in your college office 
or cal Mteti Alumni Center for the chance ol a 
Hettme 
"Bump Mania" 
Your Birthday has corns A gone but the lun IB 
not over yet. so get reedy lor a reel party on 
Monday 
Happy 18th Bump!"1!" 
You're a great guy to me & you always we! be 
Love. Your BEST FRIEND 
Babysitter Mon. Wed, a Fn 9 AM Noon Close 
to campus  353-1682 
BE SELF-EMPLOYED! POST ADVERTISING 
MATERIALS ON YOUR COLLEGE CAMPUS 
DETAILS WRITE COLLEGIATE POSTER NET- 
WORK 407 SO DEARBORN ST NO 1615 
CHICAGO IL 60605 
Cocktail Servers Wanted 
Toledo Comedy Club 
Short Hours-Part Tims 
885-6628 leave message 
HIRING1 Qovml. Jobs in your area 
$15,000-68,000 Cal 602 838-8885 Ext 
4244 
HIRING! GOVMT JOBS Your area. 
SI5,000-68,000 Cal (6021 838-8885 EXT 
4244 
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round. 
Europe. S. Amer . Australia. Asia Al fields. 
$900 2000 mo Sightseeing Free kilo Write 
UC, PO Bx 52-OH3 Corona Del Mar. CA 
92625 
X-TRA $$$$$ 
$50 00 investment earns 
100% PROFIT 
Sen-Enrichment 
$50 00 per hr • -Realistic 
Help people be successful 
ENRICHMENT 
353 0595 8 AM Noon 
Youth worker for boys residential treatment 
cenler Hours 2-11 PM. some weekends Must 
be 21. Send Resume to GroupHomelnc 400 
1-2 S Main SI Fmdsay. OH 45840 EOE 
FOR SALE 
'78 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
86 OOO rni no rust 
goodcond . $1,100 
Cal 354 3564 
1979 Toyota Cekca Good Condition 
New Battery $ 1500 or Best Offer 
Cal 354 5302 
1981 Kawasaki 250 LTD. with Cover 
Mint Condition, new battery and Cham 
Asking $300 Csl 3725791 Ask lor Tom 
1983 Audi 4000S 
Air, cruise, & sunroof 
57.000 miles Excelent 
3520431 
50 gallon aquarium with hood, gravel. 2 Meters 
and -ay extrss plus a 10 gallon lank both lor 
$165 353-2719 
FOR SALE 
Light   Blue   Honda   Accord   (1982)    Good 
condition-new brakes, new struts, new wiring. 
A new stereo Asking $4300 (very negotiable) 
Cal 353-7020 Ask lor Ron 
For Sale-3 Parent's Day tickets Floor sests to 
see Rich Little For Inlo era) Sue at 372-4470 
il WANTED DESPERATELY !! 
2 WHITESNAKE TICKETS to purchase' 
Cal 2-7320 between 9 00 A 5:00 
1 mass roommate needed for Spring Semester 
$135 a month each Cal 354-5111 
Female roommate wanted Own bedroom Not 
tsr from campus For more Into cal Tamt. 
Tracy, or Nancy at 353-2529 
Female Sr or Gr Student to share 2 bedroom 
apartmenl Available NOW through Summer 
PR 352-1879 or leave message al OCMB 
3069  
Fourth nonsmoking female roommate needed 
for apartment close to campus Spring 
semester Cal 2-8086 and ask for Becky 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through 
the US government? Get the lads today' Cal 
1-312-742-1142 Ext  1794 
PLYMOUTH HORIZON   78 
GOOO CONDITION 
S1400-CALL 354-3584 
Smith Corona Electra 120 New Roller Recent- 
ly cleaned $100 Arm. Record-a-Cal-1090 
$50 Akai AA 1115 receiver $100 Marantz 
speakers $100 $150 for combo Cal 
353-4218 belore noon 
FOR RENT 
DECEMBER GRADS NEED YOUR HELP: APT 
FOR RENT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS (2ND ST.) 
NEGOTIABLE RENT-PLENTY OF STORAGE 
CALL AFTER 5 00. 3530303 
Female   Roommated   needed   to   share 
townhouse $130amo Fairly close to campus 
Cal 354.5713 
FRAZEE APT FOR SUBLEASE 2 BDRM 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS LOTS OF FUN' CALL 
353-3120 
VAX-MANOR APARTMENTS 
Across Irom campus Avail this weekend for 2 
gel students Quiet Atmosphere 352-2858 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
[Second Semester "Ceases! 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn. 
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance 
$ Rent Rebates $ 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
Hrs: Mon-Fri   9-8 
Sat & Sun 10-4 
5    Rock & Roil Double Feature 
COCUSMIA "crusts     BE1 
■        At 9:15 p.m. only 
